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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

Phenotypic and Molecular Consequences of OsPSTOL1  
Ectopic Expression in Wheat 

 
by 

Alek Thomas Kettenburg 

Master of Science, Graduate Program in Plant Biology 
University of California, Riverside, March 2021 

Dr. Julia Bailey-Serres, Chairperson 
 

Improving crop phosphorus (P) uptake and use capabilities is needed to alleviate            

hunger and increase sustainability. The rice (Oryza sativa L.) protein kinase           

PHOSPHORUS-STARVATION TOLERANCE 1 (OsPSTOL1), which is absent from        

many modern varieties, increases root growth and stimulates yield under P deficient            

conditions. A biogeographic survey of genetic variation in OsPSTOL1 demonstrates its           

loss in a subset of japonica rice after the temperate-tropical split and typical absence in               

paddy varieties of east Asia. Additional loss-of-function alleles have accumulated in           

countries with high fertilizer use and irrigation control, suggesting that OsPSTOL1 may            

be less favorable or unnecessary in those conditions. OsPSTOL1 homologues are           

present in agronomic crop species. OsPSTOL1 is an unusual family member due to its              

presence of a kinase domain and loss of a transmembrane domain; a similarly truncated              

OsPSTOL1-like gene is present in bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Overexpression           

of OsPSTOL1 in wheat confers an increase in shoot and root growth under low P               

conditions, as well as a more rapid induction of the core low P response pathway. This                

work suggests that OsPSTOL1 acts on an evolutionarily conserved mechanism in wheat            

that may be utilized for crop improvement.  
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Introduction

To feed a growing global population the production of all major crops must dramatically

increase while simultaneously combatting not only increased abiotic stress from climate

change, but also increasing sustainability (Ray et al., 2013; Zhao et al., 2017). Proper

phosphorous (P) nutrition is of critical importance for both maintaining optimal yield and

sustainability (López-Arredondo et al., 2014). Approximately 18% of global crop land

receives insufficient P fertilization, leading to reductions in yield, while approximately

46% receives an excess of P fertilization, leading to eutrophication of aquatic

ecosystems and environmental damage (Carpenter, 2008; MacDonald et al., 2011;

Kleinman et al., 2015). The rising cost of P fertilizer due to shrinking reserves of

accessible minerals and the low bioavailability of P in many soils has generated a great

need to improve crop P use efficiency to both reduce fertilizer input in regions where

fertilizer is available, and to increase yield in regions where it is not (Alewell et al., 2020).

The rice (Oryza sativa) protein kinase gene PHOSPHORUS-STARVATION

TOLERANCE 1 (OsPSTOL1) was identified in the upland landrace Kasalath and found

to increase P uptake and yield in P deficient soil by promoting early crown root growth

(Gamuyao et al., 2012). OsPSTOL1 lies within a ~90 Kb insertion-deletion (indel) on

chromosome 12 that is absent from the Nipponbare (japonica subspecies) reference

genome and from many post Green Revolution rice varieties (Chin et al., 2011).

Introduction of OsPSTOL1 to varieties that lack it, either by introgression or

transformation, confers increased tolerance to P deficiency (Wissuwa and Ae, 2001b;

Gamuyao et al., 2012). However, the molecular mechanism of OsPSTOL1 is not known

(Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2009; Gamuyao et al., 2012).
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OsPSTOL1 is present in oryza species with AA genomes, with most species

carrying both presence and absence alleles (Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2014), including

domesticated rice’s wild progenitor O. rufipogon (Vigueira et al., 2016). Studies

comparing low P tolerance of OsPSTOL1 and non-OsPSTOL1 varieties do not

conclusively show an OsPSTOL1 benefit under low-P conditions, suggesting that other

environmental factors or genetic background may influence the success of OsPSTOL1 in

conferring low P tolerance (Mukherjee et al., 2014; Vigueira et al., 2016). Surveys of

relatively small collections of rice suggested that OsPSTOL1 is more abundant in upland

grown germplasm, where soil nutrient availability is generally lower and drought is more

prevalent than in irrigated lowland paddies (Chin et al., 2010; Chin et al., 2011). The

resequencing of over 3000 rice genomes including diverse O. sativa landraces provides

an opportunity to examine the  global biogeographical distribution of OsPSTOL1 alleles.

OsPSTOL1 is part of an uncharacterized family of kinases with homologs in other

agronomic Gramineae species, including Zea mays (maize) (Azevedo et al., 2015),

Triticum aestivum (wheat) (Milner et al., 2018), and Sorghum bicolor (sorghum)

(Hufnagel et al., 2014). OsPSTOL1 kinase domain homologs in maize colocalize with

quantitative trait loci for root morphology and P-uptake (Azevedo et al., 2015), whereas

variation of homologs in sorghum correlates with root morphology and yield in P-deficient

soils (Hufnagel et al., 2014). The molecular function of these genes may be similar and

conserved across Gramineae. Wheat is one of the most important global food crops, but

due to its large and hexaploid genome, genes underlying P uptake and root architecture

are not well known (Oono et al., 2013b; Walkowiak et al., 2020).

Here we conduct a geographical survey of OsPSTOL1 allelic variation across the

3000 Rice Genome dataset (Sun et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2018b), as well as assess the
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historical spread of these alleles throughout Asia using a recent reconstruction of

dispersal history (Gutaker et al., 2020). The presence of OsPSTOL1 is found in a high

proportion of rainfed rice, and there is evidence that OsPSTOL1 presence is selectively

neutral or has been selected against in countries that predominantly cultivate rice under

irrigated paddy conditions, particularly in east Asia. A meta-analysis of RNA-seq

datasets confirms that OsPSTOL1 is more broadly expressed in root systems than

previously known. To address conservation in function of OsPSTOL1, we examine the

ectopic overexpression in bread wheat and identify increased root and shoot growth

under P-limiting conditions, demonstrating a potential to increase yield traits in the field.

From RNA-seq analysis of OsPSTOL1-overexpressing wheat lines we identify commonly

differentially-regulated genes with that of rice. In wheat, root growth and drought

tolerance-related transcription factors are differentially regulated by low P and

developmental age in roots and crowns in OsPSTOL1-overexpressing lines, and the

core low-P response pathway is more rapidly induced. This biogeographical, phenotypic

and molecular characterization of OsPSTOL1 reveals it functions within a conserved

pathway that influences root plasticity and may be utilized for increasing sustainability.

Results

OsPSTOL1 was lost in a subsection of rice varieties after the temperate-tropical

split in japonica

OsPSTOL1 is present in oryza species with AA genomes. Based on amino acid

sequence variation in the accessions of the rice 3000 genome collection, these proteins

fit into two groups (Fig. 1a-c). The characterized allele of the O. sativa aus variety

Kasalath (K-allele) groups with the extant wild progenitor O. rufipogon, the South

American species O. glumaepatula, and the African species O. longistaminata. A second
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uncharacterized allele in O. sativa groups with the African species O. barthii and O.

glaberrima, as well as the Australian species O. meridionalis, and a second allele from

O. rufipogon.

OsPSTOL1 has been disrupted or lost by deletion on multiple occasions. In

addition to the reported loss of the gene in Nipponbare by deletion (designated the

Absent haplotype), we find two variants of the K-allele and the closest OsPSTOL1

ortholog in O. meridionalis that have nonsense mutations that prematurely terminate the

open reading frame before the catalytic kinase domain (Fig. 1b and Extended Data Fig.

1). We designate these two independent K-allele mutations as KStop1 and KStop2 (Fig.

1b,c). Additional nonsense mutations, absent haplotypes, and alleles within the J- and

K-alleles groups have been reported in wild oryza relatives (Supplementary Table. 2)

(Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2014; Neelam et al., 2017). We find no nucleotide variations

resulting in non-synonymous amino acid substitutions that affect the ATP acceptor or

catalytic domains of PSTOL1 of the species surveyed (Extended Data Fig. 1 and

Supplementary Table. 1). It is not known if the two full-length OsPSTOL1 alleles are

functionally different. However, in RNA-seq data from tips of both shallow and deep roots

of a diversity panel of 38 rice varieties (Lou et al., 2017), the K-allele has statistically

higher transcript abundance (Fig. 1d).

A survey of allele and biogeographical distribution of OsPSTOL1 for 1438

landraces, including those present in the 3000 Rice Genome Database (Wang et al.,

2018b) or sequenced by Gutaker et al. (Gutaker et al., 2020) found OsPSTOL1 present

in 64% of landraces (Fig. 1e). The J-allele (17%), is largely restricted to japonica and

aromatic landraces, whereas the K-allele (43%) is found predominantly in aus and indica

landraces (Fig. 1e). Both the KStop1 and KStop2 alleles were largely restricted to aus
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and indica, respectively. Geographically, there is a notable concentration of landraces

lacking OsPSTOL1 in east Asia, with the exception of Japan, where the J-allele is found

in nearly half of all landraces (Fig. 1f). J-allele frequency is the highest in the islands of

southeast Asia, with limited presence in south Asia and near absence in mainland

southeast Asia (Fig. 1f). The K-allele is far more widely spread in both south and

southeast Asia, with its highest levels in Cambodia and Bangladesh (Fig. 1f). The

KStop1 allele is exclusive to south Asia, whereas the rare KStop2 allele is found in

China, Vietnam, and Sri Lanka.

To evaluate the history of dispersal of OsPSTOL1 gene variants, we leveraged

the analysis of landraces used to reconstruct the historic distribution of varieties across

Asia by Gutaker et al. (2020)(Gutaker et al., 2020). This study identified eight and six

modern geographic subpopulations of japonica and indica rice, respectively (Fig 2a,b).

For the genetically distinct japonica subpopulations studied, OsPSTOL1 presence was

near ubiquitous except in Laos and Taiwan/Japan (Fig. 2a,c,d). The Taiwan/Japan

population is notable amongst the japonica populations for consisting almost entirely of

lowland irrigated landraces. Both of these are temperate subpopulations, however, they

differ in OsPSTOL1 allele frequency from the temperate rice of Korea/Japan, which is

predominantly grown in upland farms. Upland cultivation is in drained soils that are

typically aerobic as compared to the anaerobic soil of paddy rice in rainfed lowlands (Kirk

et al., 2014). Based on the rice dispersal pattern predicted by Gutaker et al.

(2020)(Gutaker et al., 2020), OsPSTOL1 was lost in the temperate population after the

temperate - tropical split (Fig. 2d), estimated at 4100 yr BP. Our data support the

proposal that the population that moved into the uplands of Korea/Japan admixed with a

more ancient population from the Philippines. These Philippino landraces, which
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reintroduced the J-allele of OsPSTOL1 to Korea/Japan (Fig. 2d), can be traced back to

the mainland of southeast Asia (Gutaker et al., 2020).

This pedigree of dispersal of the J-allele is supported at the haplotype level by

allelic variation at OsPUPK20-2 (LOC_Os12g26380), the closest protein coding gene to

OsPSTOL1 (Fig. 2g and Extended Data Fig. 2a-c). The subpopulations of Korea/Japan

and the two subpopulations of the Philippines encode the PUPK20-2 allele XIII, whereas

the subpopulation of Taiwan/Japan has the more distant PUPK20-2 allele V, reinforcing

that OsPSTOL1 and OsPUPK20-2 allele XIII present in Korea/Japan were introgressed

as a haplotype block from the tropical population (Fig. 2g, Extended Data Fig. 2a-c).

PUPK20-2 was used to follow the dispersal of the Absent haplotype. In Laos,

landraces with the OsPSTOL1-Absent haplotype have the PUPK20-2 allele V that

matches accessions lacking OsPSTOL1 in Taiwan/Japan, whereas Laotian landraces

with J-allele have PUPK20-2 allele XIII, matching that of the Philippines 2 subpopulation

(Fig. 2g, Extended Data Fig. 2b,c). By contrast, landraces in the Indonesia 1

subpopulation that have the OsPSTOL1-absent haplotype have either the PUPK20-2

allele V or the closely related allele I. These data demonstrate the haplotype block was

also inherited from the temperate subpopulation and does not represent an independent

loss of OsPSTOL1. Japonica landraces with the K-allele have PUPK20-2 alleles of

landraces from indica, indicating unaccounted for admixing with indica (Fig. 2g,

Extended Data Fig. 2c).

Due to high levels of admixing in indica rice documented by Gutaker et al. (2020),

there are no obvious patterns of dispersal of OsPSTOL1 (Fig. 2b,e,f). It is notable that

there is a similar but less extreme depletion of OsPSTOL1 in the subpopulation in China,

as compared to that of Taiwan/Japan (Fig. 2e). The majority of the landraces with the
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KStop-2 allele are restricted to the China, with a single accession in the

Thailand/Malaysia subpopulation, suggesting an origin of this allele in indica landraces

that was dispersed by trade or migration to east Asia (Fig. 2 d,f).

The five major OsPSTOL1 alleles have an uneven global distribution with gene

presence biased towards rainfed growing systems lacking controlled irrigation

We hypothesize that there may be a bias for OsPSTOL1 presence in particular

cultivation ecosystems, given the loss of OsPSTOL1 in the irrigated Taiwan/Japan

population, its restoration in upland landraces of Korea/Japan, and the low level of

OsPSTOL1 presence in China, including indica varieties with a loss-of-function allele. As

a first step to test this possibility, we surveyed OsPSTOL1 distribution in the five principle

rice production ecosystems (Extended Data Fig. 3). In japonica, the J-allele is

significantly enriched in the rainfed upland and depleted in the irrigated lowlands

ecosystem. In indica, the K-allele is depleted in the irrigated lowlands, with similar

frequency in the lowlands and uplands, both which are rainfed with more limited irrigation

control. In aus, where OsPSTOL1 is broadly present, there is no significant bias in allele

distribution by ecosystem. Neither the KStop1 nor Kstop2 allele show a cultivation

ecosystem bias, although both loss-of-function alleles are restricted to south and east

Asia where irrigated rice prevails compared to the rest of Asia (Fig. 1f).

As a second step, we leveraged the entire 3000 Rice Genome dataset, including

both landraces and modern varieties, to assess global OsPSTOL1 distribution. The SNP

group JG7, which includes the landraces from the Taiwan/Japan subpopulation and their

descendants, have the lowest OsPSTOL1 presence frequency, at 5.92% (Fig. 3f). The

KStop2 allele is near exclusive to indica rice in China, consistent with the dispersal of

indica landraces (Fig. 3a,b,g). Cambodia, where 88% of the rice is rainfed (FAO, 2011a)
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and droughts are frequent (Chhinh and Millington, 2015), has the highest frequency of

OsPSTOL1 presence within Asia (Fig. 3a,b,g). By contrast, Cambodia’s neighbor

Vietnam, which has the highest rate of irrigated rice in the region (FAO, 2011b), has the

second lowest OsPSTOL1 presence frequency in southeast Asia (Fig. 3a,b,g). Outside

of Asia, the highest frequency of OsPSTOL1 is in west Africa and Madagascar, where

soil nutrients are generally poor and the majority of rice is rainfed (Fig. 3 a,b,g) (Haefele

et al., 2014). Europe has some of the lowest frequencies of OsPSTOL1, although few

landraces were sampled. Through regression analysis, we found that the global

frequency of the K-allele negatively correlates with the proportion of irrigated rice (R2 =

0.33, P = 0.00023), the J-allele shows no correlation (R2 = -0.03, P = 0.69), and the

deletion/loss-of-function variants (Absent, KStop1, and KStop2) show a positive

correlation with irrigation (R2 = 0.28, P = 0.00087) (Fig. 3c-e). The frequency of

loss-of-function/deletion alleles also correlates with P fertilizer application rate (R2 = 0.15,

P = 0.038) (Extended Data Fig. 4c), but this correlation is weaker than correlation with

the proportion of these alleles in irrigated rice (Fig. 3e). The frequency of the K-allele did

not correlate with P fertilizer application rate, whereas the J-allele showed a weak

negative correlation (Extended Data Fig. 4a,b). These data suggest that OsPSTOL1 may

be advantageous when irrigation control and nutrient input are limited.

A notable exception to a bias for OsPSTOL1 presence in non-irrigated rice is

seen in Laos, which has the lowest OsPSTOL1 presence frequency in southeast Asia,

but has a similar percentage of irrigated rice as Cambodia (FAO, 2011c). Unlike

Cambodia and other countries in mainland southeast Asia, Laos contains a near

equivalent mix of japonica and indica varieties. Laotian indica has 58.57% OsPSTOL1

presence frequency, comparable to the rest of the region, whereas its japonica has
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26.79% presence frequency. Contrasting with the typical Absent haplotype or J-allele in

japonica, almost half of Laotian japonica has the K-allele, likely introduced by admixing

with indica (Fig. 3a,b). The regional depletion in OsPSTOL1 in japonica may be a result

of migration of varieties to Laos from east Asia after OsPSTOL1 was already lost (Fig.

2a,c-d). The lower J-allele frequency could be a consequence of path or a function of its

abundance or activity, as suggested by the lower transcript abundance for the J-allele.

Thus far, studies showing a benefit of OsPSTOL1 with low P input were

performed under aerobic (non-waterlogged) conditions (Wissuwa and Ae, 2001a;

Wissuwa and Ae, 2001b; Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2009; Chin et al., 2010; Gamuyao et

al., 2012). Moreover, the effect of OsPSTOL1 was shown to be greater under a

combination of low P and water deficit than under low P alone (Pariasca-Tanaka et al.,

2009), conditions common in rainfed ecosystems after seedling establishment (Haefele

et al., 2014). The increased prevalence of OsPSTOL1 in regions with predominantly

rainfed rice production suggests it provides a selective advantage in those

environments, or that it was selected against or was selectively neutral and lost in

paddies with controlled irrigation. Genetic pyramiding of OsPSTOL1 with ANAEROBIC

GERMINATION 1/TREHALOSE 6-PHOSPHATE PHOSPHATASE 7 (Kretzschmar et al.,

2015), a gene that enhances establishment of seedlings from seed sown directly into

shallow paddies, influences yield traits in a way that cannot be explained by either gene

alone (Shin et al., 2020). This suggests that other genes modify the efficacy of

OsPSTOL1. Thus, the distribution of functional OsPSTOL1 alleles and its absence may

reflect its benefit in specific ecosystems and genetic backgrounds as well as historical

socio-political factors.
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Genes most closely related to OsPSTOL1 are involved in extracellular signal

recognition

To gain further insight into OsPSTOL1 and related genes within Gramineae crops,

OsPSTOL1-like proteins were identified on the basis of the conserved kinase domain in

wheat, sorghum, maize, and rice. Genes with a kinase domain of up to 51.36% amino

acid sequence identity are encoded by Arabidopsis thaliana. A phylogenetic and protein

domain analysis of 31 OsPSTOL1-like kinase domain-containing genes identifies an

OsPSTOL sub-clade and OsPSTOL1 as an unusual member (Fig. 4a,b). All but three of

the 31 genes have recognizable N-terminal motifs that include a signal peptide and

transmembrane domain. The other domains that are N-terminal to the kinase domain

vary in their presence and conservation. These are related to binding or remodeling

extracellular carbohydrates. They include wall associated kinase (WAK) and

galacturonan-binding (GUB) WAK domains (Kanneganti and Gupta, 2008; Kohorn and

Kohorn, 2012), as well as LysM, glycoside hydrolase 18 and legume lectin domains

involved in recognition of carbohydrates from microbes (Lannoo and Van Damme, 2014;

Mesnage et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019). Collectively, PSTOL1-kinase domain proteins

resemble cytoplasmic kinases tethered to the plasma membrane with an extracellular

sensing module that recognize pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) (Zipfel,

2014; Cayrol et al., 2016). OsPSTOL1 and three other genes, including a single wheat

gene (TaPSTOL1/TraesCS5A02G067800LC) (Milner et al., 2018), are unusual as they

encode only the kinase domain, suggesting loss of a large N-terminal region through

mutation.
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Sequence features of OsPSTOL1 and transcript regulation of related genes

indicate an shared evolutionary history with modular transmembrane kinases

associated with extracellular signaling and plant defense

Genomic and gene transcript data were used to further probe the evolutionary history

and domains of expression of OsPSTOL1 and related genes of Gramene crops. Publicly

available mRNA-seq datasets were aligned to the IRGSP-1 rice genome encoding

OsPSTOL1 including its upstream sequence. This required re-annotation of the promoter

and 5’ untranslated region (UTR) due to recognition of a previously unidentified 5’ exon

and intron in OsPSTOL1 alleles of O. sativa, O. rufipogon and O. longistaminata (Fig.

4c-e, Extended Data Fig. 5a-c). Notably, the 5’ UTR of all surveyed species has

sequence identity to a transmembrane domain that is in-frame with the kinase domain

but is not preceded by an ATG initiation codon (Fig. 4f and Extended Data Fig. 5d). The

conservation of the transmembrane domain within the 5’UTR suggests the evolutionary

predecessor to OsPSTOL1 was membrane tethered. The lack of mutations of the

transmembrane domain amino acid sequence domain across these species is striking.

The transmembrane domain may still be relevant as a DNA regulatory element. It is also

possible that non-AUG codon is used as the start of translation to produce a kinase with

a transmembrane domain, but this would lack the signal sequence.

To gain insight into the expression of OsPSTOL1, available mRNA-seq datasets

from OsPSTOL1 varieties were aligned to a Nipponbare reference genome to which the

OsPSTOL1 gene sequence had been manually appended. OsPSTOL1 is strongly

expressed in the crown (the base of the shoot where crown roots emerge), consistent

with the crown root primordia expression of a uidA transgene encoding β-glucuronidase

(GUS) under the control of a 5’ OsPSTOL1 (Extended Data Fig. 6) (Gamuyao et al.,
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2012). GUS staining was not observed in other roots types or shoot tissues in that study,

although OsPSTOL1 transcript is detectable in whole shoots, developing leaves,

pannicles, whole roots, and root tips (Extended Data Fig. 6). Transcript abundance is not

significantly influenced by low Pi nutrition, low zinc, high aluminum, or Magnaporthae

oryzae (griseae) infection (Extended Data Fig. 6). The accumulation of OsPSTOL1

mRNA is largely distinct from the other four related genes including one with only the

kinase domain (LOC_Os08g24630). These have low abundance in the crown and are

induced by pathogens (Extended Data Fig. 6). This survey broadens the domains of

OsPSTOL1 gene activity from that deduced by evaluation of a OsPSTOL1::GUS

transgene (Gamuyao et al., 2012). The 5’ region used to control the uidA gene consisted

of the then unknown exon 1 and intron, with only 272 bp upstream of the newly

annotated transcription start site. This most likely explains the discrepancy between

transcriptome and GUS staining data, and supports the hypothesis that sequence

elements important to crown expression reside in the 5’ UTR or intron region.

Maize, wheat, and sorghum OsPSTOL1 sub-clade genes display diverse

patterns of expression, with mRNA accumulation in roots, leaves, and reproductive

structures (Extended Data Fig. 7a-c). Pi status differentially regulates two maize and one

rice gene in leaves and one rice gene in roots (Extended Data Fig. 8a,c). The majority of

OsPSTOL1-like genes in the species surveyed are induced by a range of pathogens and

exposure to PAMPs (Extended Data Fig. 8a-d). For example, maize Zm00001d011629

has high sequence homology to a fungal resistance gene that is variable across

accessions (Hurni et al., 2015). Wheat Traes6D02G033700 and sorghum

SORBI_3007G032900 transcripts are differentially regulated by arbuscular mycorrhizal

fungi (Extended Data Fig. 8b,d). These data support the hypothesis that OsPSTOL1
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arose by neofunctionalization of a kinase gene in a family with modular domains and that

function in extracellular signal recognition.

SNPs in four sorghum genes that share the OsPSTOL1 kinase domain,

SORBI_3003G080700, SORBI_3003G263300, SORBI_3003G263400, and

SORBI_007G032900 (formerly Sb03g006765, Sb03g0031680, Sb03g031690, and

Sb07g002840, respectively) have been correlated with changes in root architecture and

P uptake in sorghum (Hufnagel et al., 2014; Bernardino et al., 2019). Interestingly, these

proteins retain N-terminal transmembrane and eitherWAK/GUB-WAK or LysM domains

(Fig. 4a,b). Transcripts of all four accumulate in roots and leaves, with

SORBI_3003G080700 mRNA also high in the panicle (Extended Data Fig. 7c).

SORBI_3003G263400 is not induced by pathogens or PAMPs, whereas the other three

are (Extended Data Fig. 8d). The correlation of these four genes to P uptake and root

architecture - despite their variable expression patterns, transmembrane domains, and

inducibility by pathogens - indicates that uncharacterized OsPSTOL1-like genes of other

species may influence root architecture in a beneficial manner, possibly through a

conserved mechanism.

The most similar protein of those surveyed to OsPSTOL in sequence and domain

composition is the N-terminally truncated is wheat TaPSTOL1 that was implicated by

overexpression and RNAi knockdown in root and shoot growth and flowering time

(Milner et al., 2018). TaPSTOL1 may be expressed in specific cells or tissues, as it’s

transcript is not detected in any surveyed condition or organ in the Wheat Transcriptome

Atlas (Extended Data Fig. 9a) (Ramírez-González et al., 2018). Similar to OsPSTOL,

TaPSTOL1 may have also arisen by mutation or recombination events that separated a

kinase domain from N-terminal domains of a modular protein. This is supported by two
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observations. The gene directly upstream of TaPSTOL1 (TraesCS5A02G045899)

encodes a GH18 domain. This gene and TaPSTOL1 are collinear and have high protein

domain sequence similarity to the modular kinase TRIUR3_01194 from Triticum urartu,

the AA genome progenitor of bread wheat (Extended Data Fig. 9b). These observations

raise intriguing questions: (1) where does the OsPSTOL1 kinase accumulate and

function within a cell, and (2) might OsPSTOL1 be sufficient to influence root and yield

traits, as well as low P sufficiency when expressed in another Gramene, such as wheat?

Ectopic expression of OsPSTOL1 in bread wheat benefits performance traits

As OsPSTOL1 has an agronomic benefit in rice and related proteins of other Gramineae

(sorghum and wheat) influence an overlapping set of traits, we hypothesize that it may

provide benefit when heterologously expressed in wheat. To test this, three independent

wheat (cv Felder) lines were established that express the CDS of OsPSTOL1 under the

control of the near-constitutive maize Ubiquitin1 (Ubi) promoter (pUbi::OsPSTOL1.1, 1.2,

and 1.4). The growth and performance of these transgenics was evaluated in controlled

greenhouses and the field. There is some variation in the measured phenotypes of the

three transgenic lines relative to the null segregant, with the exception of significantly

earlier flowering and higher canopy temperatures at the booting stage (Extended Data

Fig. 10d,m). Greenhouse grown PSTOL1.1 and 1.2 have similar or significantly higher

shoot biomass, grain yield per plant, seeds per plant, and 1000 grain weight, while

maintaining similar protein content in the grain, plant height, and chlorophyll content

compared to the null segregants (Fig. 5a,b and Extended Data Fig. 10a-l). PSTOL1.4

plants have significantly reduced seeds per plant and reduced plant height (Fig. 5a,b

and Extended Data Fig. 10 g,h).
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In a rain-fed field trial, all three transgenic events had similar grain yield to the

null segregants with a trend of increased shoot biomass in each replicated plot (Fig. 5c

and Extended Data Fig. 11a-f). Below average rainfall prior to heading may have

contributed to the trait variability between individual plants and lack of statistical

significance (Extended Data Fig. 12a-c). Nonetheless, PSTOL1.4 performed the best in

the field, with significantly higher tiller (p = 0.038) and head counts (p = 0.0079) (Fig. 5c

and Extended Data Fig. 11d-e). Although PSTOL1.4 had increased tillering, it had

diminished iron and zinc content in the grain, suggesting the production traits may be at

the cost of nutritional quality (Extended Data Fig. 13a-i). These results suggest that

OsPSTOL1 can improve agronomic traits in wheat, but transgenic event (genotype) by

environment interactions likely influence phenotype and benefits..

OsPSTOL1 effects are influenced by P nutrition and developmental stage

Because the PSTOL1.1 and PSTOL1.2 transgenic events show the most consistent

performance in the field and greenhouse, they were chosen for a systematic evaluation

of the interaction of genotype with P availability in a controlled greenhouse. To assess

root morphology, transgenic lines were grown at constant low P conditions buffered at 5

μM Pi in 40 cm tall pots (Extended Data Fig. 14). We found both pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines

develop more crown roots and are able to maintain their root biomass compared to null

segregants under low P nutrition, but show indistinguishable growth under P replete

conditions (Fig. 5d-g). This confirms that heterologous expression of OsPSTOL1 impacts

plasticity of root development and growth as well as nutrient uptake in wheat.

To assess the influence of OsPSTOL1 on the wheat transcriptome, PSTOL1.1

and PSTOL1.2 transgenics and their null segregant were grown under high (HP) and low

(LP) Pi conditions, and the transcriptomes of the entire root system and the shoot crown
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region were evaluated during the vegetative (36 days after seeding, DAS) and early

reproductive (50 DAS) stage (Fig. 6a and Extended Data Fig. 15). The null segregants

show a significant loss in shoot fresh mass at 50 DAS under low Pi, whereas PSTOL1.2

shows no reduction in shoot fresh mass due to low Pi (Fig. 6b). Under low Pi both lines

have similar shoot biomass compared to the null segregants under high Pi (Fig. 6b).

Both lines show no significant difference in total shoot P under low Pi compared to the

nulls (Fig. 6b,c). Both transgenic and non-transgenic lines maintain similar total P and Pi

concentrations in both the roots and shoots, and tillering was not affected (Extended

Data Fig. 16a-e). An effect of Pi nutrition is evident in all three genotypes with more

pronounced fine roots at 36 DAS in PSSTOL1.2 (Extended Data Fig. 17). The transgene

transcript was significantly higher in the PSTOL1.1 line under certain conditions

(Extended Data Fig. 18). The variation in phenotype of the two transgenic lines may

reflect differences in the level or domain of expression of the OsPSTOL1 transcript or

functional gene product associated with the site or transgene insertion.

Next, we used the same tissue to determine if OsPSTOL1 causes changes to

the transcriptome in a nutrient or developmental stage-dependent manner (Fig. 6a). The

root and crown transcriptomes of the two events were most highly correlated and

contrasted to that of the null segregant under P deficiency (Extended Data Fig. 19a).

There were 1751 up- and 1658 down-regulated DRGs that were shared by the two

transgenics, with few DRGs between the two lines (Extended Data Fig. 19b,c). Due to

the overall similarity of the two lines, the data was combined for analysis. More DRGs

are observed under LP than HP, with 5,046 DRGs in 50 DAS crowns under the LP

condition (Fig. 6d). By contrast, at 50 DAS under the HP condition in both roots and

crowns there are 511 DRGs, indicating that OsPSTOL1 has a diminished role in later
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growth stages under P replete conditions. A clustering analysis of the DRGs exposes the

overall similarity in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 effect in the two events, as well as distinctions

between condition and developmental age (Fig. 6e,f).

To find common DRGs in both wheat and rice OsPSTOL1 transgenics, the wheat

transcriptome data were compared to that of the microarray dataset generated from the

roots of 35S::OsPSTOL1 rice (Gamuyao et al. 2012). Of the 23 DRGs genes identified in

rice, 16 have wheat orthologues (Supplementary Table. 3). Of those, 11 are differentially

regulated in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 wheat under at least one condition (Fig. 6g). Wheat

orthologues of OsCALCIUM DEPENDENT PROTEIN KINASE7, an oligopeptide

transporter, a Jasmonate-ZIM domain (JAZ) transcription regulator (JAZ10), the

auxin-mediated root development related transcription factor OsHOMEOBOX1 and an

ethylene responsive factor (ERF) type transcription factor (ERF91) are similarly

regulated to the orthologues in 35S::OsPSTOL1 rice, but only in one of the two

transgenic lines (Fig. 6g). Whereas, orthologues of the transcription factor DELAY OF

ONSET OF SENESCENCE (OsDOS and a S-adenosyl methionine decarboxylase

involved in polyamine biosynthesis (SAMDC2) are similarly differentially regulated in

both transgenic lines (Fig. 6g). These genes with similar differential regulation may

represent important parts of a conserved downstream pathway of OsPSTOL1 and its

influence on root plasticity under P deficiency.

Transcription factors related to root development, drought stress, and flowering

are differentially regulated in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines

Further evaluation of the data leveraged orthologs of rice identified in wheat using

BioMart (Smedley et al., 2009). Wheat transcription factors were subsetted from the

DRG clusters to assess the overall molecular changes in transcript abundance caused
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by OsPSTOL1. In roots, one or more homeologs related to root development are

differentially regulated (Fig. 6e,f and Extended Data Fig. 21a,b). The upregulated DEGs

include orthologs of OsHOX12 and OsHOX14, involved in organ development (Shao et

al., 2018), and OsNAC122/10, which influences root diameter and drought tolerance

(Jeong et al., 2010). Wheat homeologs with orthology to OsCRL1, involved in lateral root

and crown initiation (Inukai et al., 2005) are down-regulated in the root of the transgenics

at 36 DAS, but up-regulated in their crown at 50 DAS. OsARF16 and OsWRKY28, two

genes involved in sensing and response to P deficiency (Shen et al., 2013; Wang et al.,

2018a), are down-regulated in the transgenics, suggesting low P response is altered by

the transgene. Sugars Will Eventually Be Exported Transporters (SWEET) transporters

and Trehalose-6-phosphate synthase (TPS) and phosphatase (TPP) genes that regulate

the allocation of carbohydrates and metabolism in source and sink tissues (Paul et al.,

2018), also are differentially regulated in roots and crowns (Extended Data Fig. 22).

SWEET transcripts are higher in the transgenic roots under both P replete and deficient

conditions. Very high levels of SWEET mRNAs are present in roots of the transgenics at

50 DAS. This could indicate that resource allocation continues to prolong root growth in

these lines. By contrast, elevated TPP transcripts are more characteristic of the null

segregant, especially at the early developmental time point. Taken together, these

results suggest that OsPSTOL1 alters root architecture and the partitioning of

carbohydrates in the root system, particularly during P deficit.

P deficiency typically delays flowering in rice and wheat (Rodríguez et al., 1998;

Ye et al., 2019). Orthologues of OsWRKY36 and OsERF102/OsEATB, negative

regulators of lignification (Miyamoto et al., 2020) and internode elongation (Qi et al.,

2011), respectively, were down-regulated (Extended Data Fig. 21a), whereas
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orthologues of OsbHLH068, OsBZR1, OsHOX12 and OsbHLH107, promoters of

internode elongation, flowering, and panicle development (Tong et al., 2009; Gao et al.,

2016; Chen et al., 2017; Shao et al., 2018; Yang et al., 2018), as well as OsMYB58/63

and OsERF71, promoters of lignification (Noda et al., 2015; Lee et al., 2016), were

up-regulated. Transcription factors differentially regulated in crowns at 50 DAS suggest

OsPSTOL1 promotes the transition to the reproductive stage under low P conditions. An

orthologue of OsGRF4, a transcription factor that positively regulates nutrient

assimilation and yield (Li et al., 2018), was up-regulated in the transgenics in the crowns

at this time point. These changes were consistent in both transgenic lines and suggest

that the opposing regulation of SWEETs under P replete and deficient conditions at 50

DAS in roots (Extended Data Fig. 22) may denote a shift in resource allocation away

from the root. Many of these transcription factors of both crowns and roots have been

implicated in drought tolerance, raising the possibility that OsPSTOL1 may influence

growth in dry soils or under drought in wheat, as it does in rice (Pariasca-Tanaka et al.,

2009).

A subsection of the core low P response pathway is more rapidly induced in

pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines

The prior DNA microarray analysis of 35S::OsPSTOL1 rice and OsPSTOL1 near

isogenic lines concluded that the transgene does not influence low P response genes,

however these studies were carried out in the late stages of low P stress

(Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2009; Gamuyao et al., 2012). The evaluation of wheat

orthologues of rice low P response marker genes identifies two phases of the low P

response: a minor induction of genes starting in the roots at 36 DAS, followed by a large

induction at 50 DAS in both roots and crowns. The overall timing and magnitude of the
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response is the same between OsPSTOL1 lines and null segregants (Extended Data

Fig. 23). However, in the roots at 36 DAS, a subsection of low P marker genes are more

rapidly induced in the two pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines (clusters 8 and 9, Extended Data Fig.

24). These genes encode components of the conserved miRNA399-IPS1-PHO2 low P

signalling pathway of plants. The P starvation-inducible noncoding RNA IPS1 acts as a

target mimic to miRNA399, which limits the accumulation of PHO2 (PHOSPHATE 2)

mRNA. PHO2 encodes an E3 ligase that determines the proteasome-mediated turnover

of key phosphate transporters that control the distribution of Pi between roots and

shoots. This pathway is more strongly induced in the OsPSTOL1 transgenics, with both

lines having diminished levels of PHO2 (Fig. 7). Interestingly, the transgenics have

elevated levels of miRNA399, monitored by qRT-PCR. This suggests that levels of the

molecular sponge IPS1 may be insufficient to curb miRNA399-mediated turnover of

PHO2 transcripts. If so, OsPSTOL1 lines may accumulate higher levels of P

transporters. Specific antisera against these transporters would be necessary to

investigate this hypothesis.

There are other indications that pUbi::OsPSTOL1 influences low P sensing in

wheat. The SPX proteins act as post-translational repressors of the PHR transcription

factors that control much of the low P response. However, they themselves are induced

by P deficit, and their up-regulation in the transgenic lines suggests that PHR activity is

increased, even under replete conditions. A number of acid phosphatases and lipases

that function in P recycling are elevated in the transgenics, even under P replete

conditions in PSTOL1.2 (Fig. 7). PHO1;3 a protein involved in root-shoot partitioning of P

is downregulated in the crowns (Fig. 7). Consistent with past findings (Gamuyao et al.,

2012), the majority of known phosphate transporters were not differentially regulated
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under low P, and those that were differentially regulated were either down-regulated or

only up regulated under replete P (Extended Data Fig. 25).

The activation of the low P pathway is reciprocally joined by the inhibition of

nitrogen uptake (Hu et al., 2019). We observe orthologs of the N response sensor and

transporter (transceptor) NRT1.1b and nitrogen assimilation enzyme transcripts are

lower in both transgenics in crowns (Fig. 7). Orthologs of NIGT1, a negative regulator of

NRT1.1b that is downstream of PHR, is up-regualted. Taken together these results

suggest that OsPSTOL1 predisposes core low P pathway and a subset of downstream

genes to be rapidly mobilized, resulting in earlier root response and recycling of Pi

resources under low P.

Consistent with previous studies, OsPSTOL1-like genes were not differentially

regulated by P status in wheat (Extended Data Fig. 20). Thus, a role of TaPSTOL1 and

related genes in low P tolerance could not be considered in the analysis.

Discussion

In both wild Oryza relatives and domesticated rice there are multiple independent losses

of OsPSTOL1, both as deletions and nonsense mutations (Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2014;

Vigueira et al., 2016) suggesting OsPSTOL1 is either detrimental or neutral in certain

environments. OsPSTOL1 has an uneven global distribution and is particularly rare in

varieties from east Asia. This regional depletion is at least partially due to a deletion of

OsPSTOL1 that occurred after the tropical-japonica split. Whether this loss was due to

selection or the genetic bottleneck that the founders of the temperate population passed

through is unclear (Gutaker et al., 2020). Past studies have found OsPSTOL1 to be

more common in upland varieties (Chin et al., 2010), and in this study we find that

OsPSTOL1 is depleted in indica and japonica landraces adapted to irrigated lowlands
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but enriched in japonica varieties adapted to rainfed uplands. There is no bias for or

against a functional OsPSTOL1 in rainfed lowlands in the varieties surveyed, where rice

plants frequently experience waterlogged and non-waterlogged conditions within a

growing season. OsPSTOL1 may also be selected for in regions where mid- to

late-season drought is common

On a global scale, we find that OsPSTOL1 is most common in countries where

the majority of rice is rainfed in either uplands or lowlands. Rice varieties of west Africa

and Madagascar have higher frequencies of OsPSTOL1 presence than most Asian

countries. OsPSTOL1 may have been unknowingly selected for in these regions, where

cultivation is almost exclusively rainfed and soil nutrient quality is often low (Haefele et

al., 2014). The KStop2 allele is most common in China, where the Absent haplotype is

also common and the majority of rice is irrigated. Curiously, the KStop1 allele is

exclusive to the aus subspecies, from which OsPSTOL1 was first isolated. The upland

and nutrient poor conditions where aus landraces have been traditionally cultivated were

thought to be ideal for OsPSTOL1 function. Due to insufficient collection attribution data,

it is unknown if the Kstop2 allele may have had a neutral or positive effect in farmers’

fields. Together, these results suggest OsPSTOL1 is a valuable tool for agricultural

improvement, but most likely provides a situational benefit. Further research is needed to

determine the interaction of OsPSTOL1 with various environmental and biotic factors: (1)

Variable agronomic practices, such as fertilizer application rates and irrigation. (2)

Common soil stresses that co-occur with P deficiency, particularly acid soil syndrome,

where P deficiency co-occurs with low pH and aluminum toxicity (Bojórquez-Quintal et

al., 2017). (3) Response to other soil nutrient deficiencies where a larger root system

may be beneficial. (4) Different genetic backgrounds, particularly those with traits that
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allow for specific regional adaptation, as these may have synergistic effects (Shin et al.,

2020).

OsPSTOL1 is unlike most genes with the related kinase domain in rice and other

Gramineae due its lack of a N-terminal signal sequence and transmembrane domain.

We found that OsPSTOL1 contains a transmembrane sequence within its newly

annotated 5’ UTR that is untranslated. OsPSTOL1 likely arose through

neofunctionalization of a gene encoding a membrane bound kinase. The restriction of

OsPSTOL1 to AA Oryza suggests that the mutational events that generated an

apparently unanchored Ser/Thr kinase occurred after the AA-BB genome divergence

within the Oryza approximately 6.76 million years ago (Stein et al., 2018), long after

Oryza diverged from the other agronomically important Gramineae.

OsPSTOL1-like genes in rice and other species are induced by various

pathogens and PAMPs, raising the possibility that OsPSTOL1 evolved from an immune

response regulator. There is a basis for a link between low P tolerance and the immune

system. In Arabidopsis, the transcription factor PHR1 mediates crosstalk between the

low P response and the plant immune system (Castrillo et al., 2017). The plant hormone

jasmonic acid plays a role in both defense against pathogens and also influences root

growth (Huang et al., 2017a). Indeed, variation in four sorghum OsPSTOL1-like genes

correlate with root architecture and low P tolerance (Hufnagel et al., 2014; Bernardino et

al., 2019), despite having N-terminal and transmembrane domains, and being induced

by pathogens (Extended Data Fig. 8). Furthermore, TaPSTOL1 may have a more

restricted and cell-specific domain of expression compared to OsPSTOL1, but still

influences growth and flowering (Extended Data Fig. 7) (Milner et al., 2018). This family
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of modular genes may be valuable subjects for improving low P tolerance in other

Gramineae species.

Through heterologous expression of OsPSTOL1 in bread wheat we have shown

that OsPSTOL1 acts on an evolutionarily conserved pathway that influences

development and environmental responses. Benefits to yield traits were evident in both

the greenhouse and rainfed field conditions. Under P deficiency, root growth was

enhanced and shoot growth increased in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenics. P uptake was

not significantly increased at the time points sampled, consistent with work in rice where

significant differences in P uptake caused by OsPSTOL1 are not observed until late in

development (Wissuwa and Ae, 2001b; Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2009). The influence of

OsPSTOL1 on the root and crown transcriptome was dependent on developmental

stage and P status and more pronounced under P conditions. By assessing an early

stage of the low P response we found that OsPSTOL1 transgenics have a more strongly

induced core low P response pathway, with a subset of Pi remobilization and recycling

genes being more rapidly induced than in the null segregants. This earlier response may

be important for long term low P tolerance. Transcription factors related to drought

tolerance were differentially regulated in transgenic lines, raising the possibility of

increased tolerance to combined low P and water deficit. Among these genes are

OsDOS and several HOXs which were also differentially regulated in OsPSTOL1 rice

transgenics (Gamuyao et al., 2012), suggesting these genes are conserved downstream

target of OsPSTOL1 and possibly part of a conserved mechanism of low P tolerance.

Transcripts of several transcription factors known to influence root growth and

architecture were differentially regulated, along with those of genes related to the
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transport and the distribution of carbohydrates, reinforcing the role of OsPSTOL1 in

altering root structure and growth.

Prospectus on OsPSTOL1 function

Important futures questions include, (1) where is OsPSTOL1 located and (2) what are its

targets? We have shown that OsPSTOL1 transcript is present in roots, leaves, and

panicles, but the tissue(s) within these organs is still unknown. Determination of the

subcellular location and protein-protein interactions of OsPSTOL1 would be an

appropriate first step to address these questions. Due to the absence of a

transmembrane domain OsPSTOL1 is predicted to accumulate in the cytosol, but could

function in the nucleus. However, OsPSTOL1 does contain a putative bipartite nuclear

localization signal (NLS). The NLS is atypical and requires experimental validation. Plant

proteins can also be targeted to a subcellular destination, including the nucleus by

SUMOylation and interaction with a protein with a SUMOylation Interacting Domain

(SIM) (Morrell and Sadanandom, 2019). Appropriate first steps would be the evaluation

of an OsPSTOL1 promoter::OsPSTOL1-Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP) translational

fusion construct by fluorescence microscopy. Using the knowledge garnered here of the

newly annotated TSS, the upstream regulatory elements can be better identified, and

this can be used to assess both the cell types where OsPSTOL1 is present and its

subcellular localization. Proteins that interact with an epitope-tagged OsPSTOL1 driven

by its native promoter can be identified by liquid chromatography tandem mass

spectrometry. Ideally, both would be expressed stably in a rice background lacking

OsPSTOL1 and validated for the previously determined root and molecular phenotypes

characteristic of OsPSTOL1 rice. The outcome of these experiments would guide more

focused study of OsPSTOL1 targets and function.
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The OsPSTOL1-like genes identified here are promising candidates for further

improvement of low P tolerance in a multitude of species. Their role in root growth and

low P tolerance should be evaluated with CRISPR/Cas9 knockouts and ectopic

overexpression. Such experiments will elucidate if these genes act on the same pathway

as OsPSTOL1 or if specialization has occurred. If so, pyramiding of allelic or copy

number variants may be a strategy for increasing crop performance. A greater

understanding of the mechanism of OsPSTOL1 and its related genes will allow for an

improved understanding of root development and low P tolerance, and will potentially

illuminate new opportunities for controlling root plasticity to increase stress tolerance,

global food security, and sustainability.
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Materials and Methods

Determination of genotypic, geographic, and cultivation ecosystem information of

rice varieties

DNA sequence information for varieties from the 3000 Rice Genome database was

obtained from the Rice Pan-Genome Browser (Sun et al., 2017). A BLASTn search

(Altschul et al., 1997) with OsPSTOL1 (GenBank Accession AB458444.1) of the rice

pan-genome identified the J and K-alleles annotated as two distinct loci. The J-allele

coding sequence (CDS) is listed as Un_maker_67132. The CDS of the K-allele is

unannotated, but a small annotated gene within 100 bp of exon 1 (Un_maker_63729)

was used as an initial proxy for the K-allele genotype. The presence/absence tool in the

Rice Pan-Genome Browser was used to determine the presence or absence of either

allele. Varieties lacking either allele were scored as the Absent haplotype. To validate

genotype, variant call format (.vcf) files of each variety (Wang et al., 2018b) derived from

alignments to the aus landrace Kasalath genome were examined, where OsPSTOL1 is

present at UM:6007176-6008150. Two previously known single nucleotide

polymorphisms (SNPs) were found at UM6007585 and UM6007586, and designated

Kstop1 and Kstop2, respectively. Minor variants of major presence alleles, without

nonsense mutations, were not given a separate allele designation. Varieties scored by

the browser as the absent haplotype but had variant information across >75% of the

CDS were treated as present, whereas any varieties scored as present that had variant

information across < 75% of the CDS were subsequently scored as absent haplotype.

Varieties with coverage ≥75% of the CDS were marked as present, as to not discount

varieties with low read coverage but enough meaningful SNPs to distinguish the allele.

Overall accuracy from the proxy score to browser confirmation was >97%. Varieties with
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high sequence coverage buy low sequence calls on meaningful SNPs were marked as

ambiguous and discarded.

For varieties that are not in the 3000 Rice Genome dataset, the allele of

OsPSTOL1 was determined by aligning genomic sequence files of landraces to the

K-allele of OsPSTOL1 using Bowtie 2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012). After the

alignment, the consensus sequence was determined from the generated BAM file using

the mpileup function in samtools followed by the seqtk package (Li, 2016) to generate a

FASTQ file of the consensus (Li et al., 2009). BLASTn was used to align the generated

consensus to both the J- and K-allele and the allele was determined. Data on allelic

variation for OsPUPk20-2 in varieties in the 3000 Rice Genome database were obtained

from RiceVarMap v2.0 using the Haplotype Network Analysis tool

(http://ricevarmap.ncpgr.cn/v2/hap_net). For varieties from (Gutaker et al., 2020) the

allele of OsPUPK20-2 was determined as described above for OsPSTOL1 using the

OsPUPk20-2 sequence from Nipponbare.

Country of origin, subspecies, rice growing ecosystem, and SNP group

information was mined from the Rice Pan-Genome Browser (Sun et al., 2017) and

Gutaker et al. (2020)(Gutaker et al., 2020). Countries with fewer than 10 varieties

sampled were discounted. Regional data on rice growing ecosystem distribution were

from (Haefele et al., 2014). P fertilizer application data were from (Roser and Ritchie,

2013), updated in 2017, the most recent year where data was available.

Identification of OsPSTOL1 homologues, phylogenetic tree construction, and

protein domain prediction

OsPSTOL1 orthologues have been previously reported in other Oryza species

(Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2014; Neelam et al., 2017). For putative OsPSTOL1-like genes
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in other species, BLASTP was performed with the K-allele of OsPSTOL1 as a query

against reference proteomes of Arabidopsis (GCA_000001735.2), sorghum

(GCA_000003195.3), maize (GCA_000005005.6), rice (GCA_001433935.1), and wheat

(GCA_900519105.1) obtained from UniProt (UniProt Consortium, 2021). The top ten hits

with E-values < 1e-100 from each species were used. Sequences were aligned using

MAFFT (Katoh and Standley, 2013) and gaps in the alignment were trimmed with trimAl

(Capella-Gutiérrez et al., 2009) using default settings. These trimmed alignments

comprise the aligned regions of the kinase domain conserved in all genes identified. A

draft tree was constructed using FastTree (Price et al., 2010) for maximum alignment.

Sequences were manually curated, removing sequences that formed outgroups that

were too distantly related from OsPSTOL1. Multiple Arabidopsis proteins were identified

that grouped together equally distant from OsPSTOL1, but since dicots were not the

focus of this study, only two representatives were included. The curated list was

realigned and trimmed as described above. The final tree was constructed using RAxML

(Kozlov et al., 2019), using default settings and 1000 bootstraps. Nodes with bootstrap

values less than 40 were collapsed with TreeCollapserCL4

(http://emmahodcroft.com/TreeCollapseCL.html). Protein domains were predicted using

hmmscan (Finn et al., 2011), ScanProsite (de Castro et al., 2006), and Phobius (Käll et

al., 2007).

Generation of transgenic pUbi::OsPSTOL1 wheat lines

The coding sequence of OsPSTOL1 (OsPUPK46-2; BAK26566.1) of Kasalath was

synthesized, ligated into a pENTR/D-TOPO vector (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA),

transferred to modified pMDC99 transformation vector with the maize Ubiquitin1 (Ubi1)

promoter (JX947345.1) and 35S CaMV terminator. Following validation by sequencing,
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the gene construct was transferred by Gateway LR recombination (Invitrogen) to the

transformation vector pMDC99 (Curtis and Grossniklaus, 2003) Transformation of wheat,

cv. Fielder, with OsPSTOL1 was conducted by Agrobacterium-mediated transformation

(Ishida et al., 2015). Regenerants (T0) were transplanted into soil and grown under

greenhouse conditions to maturity. A total of three OsPSTOL1 lines (T3-T5) were used in

this study. The null segregant used in this study segregated from the OsPSTOL1

transgenics in the T1 generation.

Confirmation of transgene expression

Total RNA was extracted from leaf tissue using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen) and a

Direct-zol RNA MiniPrep Kit (Zymo Research, CA, USA) with an on-column DNase

treatment. A 2.0 μg aliquot of purified RNA was used for cDNA synthesis using a

High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription Kit (Applied Biosystems, Victoria, Australia)

and random oligo primers supplied in the kit. The expression of OsPSTOL1, as well as

the control gene TaGAPDH (EU022331.1) or TaACTIN (AB181991.1), were determined

by PCR amplification with gene specific primers (Supplementary Table. 5) using the

OneTaq® 2× master mix with standard buffer (New England Biolabs Inc., MA, USA),

according to the manufacturer. Transgrene expression was checked in 5 seedlings in

each generation from every plant. Seed of any plant that did not show expression of the

transgene in 100% of progeny sampled was discarded.

Evaluation of transgenic wheat under standard greenhouse conditions

Evenly sized seeds of transgenic and null segregant plants were imbibed in reverse

osmosis water at room temperature for 4 h. Seeds were then placed in the dark at 4 ºC

for 3 days prior to transplanting into pots (diameter 150 mm and height of 150 mm) filled
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with a 2.0 L of cocopeat soil (South Australian Research and Development Institute

(SARDI), Adelaide, Australia). Plants were grown in The Plant Accelerator (Australian

Plant Phenomics Facility, University of Adelaide, Australia (latitude: -34.971353 &

longitude: 138.639933) using standard agronomic practices for water management, as

well as fertilizer and disease treatments. The plants had natural light conditions and

22ºC daytime and 15ºC night temperatures. Measurements of plant growth included:

canopy temperature, chlorophyll content, number of leaves, tiller number, anthesis date,

head number, plant biomass, and thousand-grain weight. Grain protein content and total

grain nitrogen was measured using a nitrogen analyser (Rapid N exceed®, Elementar,

Germany). Canopy temperature was measured using a Higher performance infrared

thermometer MX4 (Raytek, Santa Cruz, CA, USA). Chlorophyll content was measured

using a .SPAD-502Plus (Konica Minolata Inc, Japan).

Evaluation of transgenic wheat under field conditions

Approval was obtained from the Office of the Gene Technology Regulator (OGTR) for

growing pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenics from seed to maturity at Glenthorne Farm, South

Australia (-35.056923 S 138.556224 E). The field trial took place between May 2018 and

December 2018. T5 null segregant seeds were as the control. Plants were sown at a

depth of 3 cm in 1 m × 0.7 M plots. Transgenic and null segregant seeds were sown in

the middle two rows of the plot, with the outer plot rows a non-transgenic barley, cv

Fielder, buffer to reduce edge effects and to stop pollen flow to neighboring plots. An 8

cm gap was left between each plot, with a 50 cm gap left between every 5th plot to allow

access. Plots were sown in a randomized block design, with each plot containing a

single genotype. Agronomic practices for fertilizer use and disease treatments were

followed as described previously (Regmi et al., 2020). Irrigation was supplied by rainfall
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(Extended data Fig. 12). Establishment counts were obtained three weeks after sowing.

During the growing season, the performance of the plants was routinely measured. At

harvest tiller numbers, grain number and grain yield per plant were recorded. Above

ground biomass was taken by measuring the average biomass of all plants of a

genotype within a plot (two plots per genotype). For grain nutrient analysis, plants were

divided into four groups with eight plants each, and the grain from each group was

pooled together as a single biological replicate. Nutrient content was measured at the

Australian Precision Ag Laboratory, Adeleaide, Australia using microwave digestion

followed by ICP-OES.

Evaluation of transgenic wheat under controlled phosphate nutrition

For evaluation of growth under low P conditions, seeds of transgenic and null segregant

plants were germinated as described above, except seeds were sterilized prior to being

imbibed by incubating seeds in 50% (v/v) ethanol for 15 minutes, followed by incubating

in 2% sodium perchlorate for 10 minutes, and washing 5 times with sterile ddH2O. Seeds

were pre-germinated on wet filter paper on sealed petri dishes in a growth chamber at

22°C, with 16 h light (115 µE info and dark cycle for 3 days. Five to six germinated

seedlings of average size and similar developmental stage were transplanted into each

pot containing a mix of 70% (v/v) #20 silica sand (Gillibrand) and 30% (v/v) Green

Grades Profile™. Profile™ contains 10% (v/v) aluminum oxide which acts as a solid

state buffer for phosphate (Lynch et al., 1990). Prior to transplanting, the growth medium

of each pot was pre-washed 16 times with 0.75 L Industrial H2O, with at least 4 hours

between each wash to reduce the starting phosphate content to 25 μM. For the first 14

days after sowing (DAS), plants were sub-irrigated (from pot base) with unfertilized

industrial water containing negligible amounts of phosphate and nitrogen. At 14 DAS,
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pots were sub-irrigated with 3 L of industrial water supplemented with the following

nutrients: 2.3 mM NH4NO3, 2 mM KNO3, 0.00007 mM (NH4)Mo7O24, 0.01148 mM H3BO3,

0.002 mM CuSO4, 0.0094 mM Iron-EDTA, 0.003 mM MnSO4, and 0.0035 mM ZnSO4.

For high phosphate (HP), the solution contained 436 µM KH2PO4, and for low phosphate

(LP) this was substituted with 440 µM KCl (Supplementary Table. 6). The industrial water

used contains 1625 µM Ca+2, 375 µM Mg+2, and 656 µM SO4
-2. Trays were refilled daily

and fertilizer solution was changed every 3 days. Plants were harvested 36 and 50 DAS,

representing the mid tillering (Zadoks stage 23) and mid elongation (Zadoks stage 31)

phases of development, respectively. At harvest, roots were quickly photographed and

total fresh weight measured. Roots were then separated from the crown (0.25 cm above

the highest, emerged crown root) and the shoot. Each pot containing 5-6 plants was

pooled as a single biological replicate, with four biological replicates in total, which were

frozen in liquid nitrogen for cryopreservation at -80°C. Three biological replicates of root

and crown tissue were used for the mRNA-seq analysis.

For evaluation of root systems, seeds were germinated as described above and

transplanted to 40 cm tall, 10.16 cm diameter PVC pipes filled with a mix of 70% (v/v)

#20 silica sand (Gillibrand) and 30% (v/v) Green Grades Profile™ to approximately 3 cm

below the top (Extended Data Fig. 14). For low phosphate treatment, the growth medium

was washed through with 2 L of water every 4 hours until the phosphate concentration

was 5 μM. Pipes were drip irrigated daily with the previously described fertilizer solution.

For HP, the solution contained 436 µM KH2PO4. For LP, 5 µM KH2PO4 and 335 µM KCl

was used. For the first 5 days after sowing the top of the pipe was covered with a

transparent plastic cup to prevent the seedling from drying. At 28 DAS, root systems

were recovered by submerging the whole pipe in a container of water to gently remove
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the media. Roots were stored in 50% (v/v) ethanol at 4°C. Root architecture was

visualized by suspending the roots in a plastic tray filled with 3 L of water. Tweezers

were used to gently separate the roots for photography. Crown roots were counted,

residual media was removed, and whole roots were dried at 60°C for at least 72 hours

before weighing.

Determination of inorganic phosphate and total phosphorus

Pi concentration was determined as described previously (Yamaji et al., 2017), with

modifications. Briefly, fresh tissue was homogenized with a mortar and pestle with liquid

nitrogen. Approximately 150 mg of tissue was weighed and incubated in 10% (v/v) TCA

on a tube rocker at 4°C for 16 hours. Afterwards, the samples were centrifuged at 4°C

for 10 minutes at 12000 x g. The supernatant was extracted, diluted with ddH2O, and the

Pi concentration measured by the molybdate blue colorimetric method (Murphy and

Riley, 1962). Concentration by dry weight was determined by drying an aliquot of tissue

to determine the percentage water content.

Total P was determined by persulfate digestion as described previously (Jeffries

et al., 1979). Briefly, tissue was dried at 60°C for at least 72 hours and then

homogenized with a bead beater. Between 15 to 25 mg of ground tissue was weighed

and placed in a borosilicate test tube containing 10 mL of 5% (v/v) sulfuric acid and 6%

(w/v) potassium persulfate. The tube was mixed gently, capped, and autoclaved at

121°C for 1 hr at 18 PSI. The tubes were left to cool, the supernatant was extracted,

diluted with ddH2O, and the P concentration measured as described above.

mRNA-seq library construction and sequencing

All plants from a single pot were pooled together as a single biological replicate. Three

biological replicates were used. Total RNA was extracted using TRizol reagent
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(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Following quantitation with a

NanoDrop (Wilmington, DE), 15 µg of total-RNA was used to isolate mRNA using

Dynabeads™ Oligo(dT)25 (Invitrogen) following the manufacture’s instructions.

mRNA-seq Libraries were produced using the non-strand specific Brad’s Rapid Ravi-seq

procedure (Kumar et al., 2012). Libraries were sequenced using the Illumina NextSeq

platform at the UC Riverside Genomics Core to a depth of at least 5 million reads per

sample.

Quantitative real-time reverse transcriptase PCR (qRT-PCR)

Total RNA was extracted as described above. Genomic DNA was removed using

DNase1 digestion (Invitrogen™) according to the manufacturer's instructions. cDNA was

synthesized from 5 μg of RNA using Revertaid reverse transcriptase (Fisher) according

to the manufacturer’s instructions. cDNA was then diluted 1:10 with ddH2O. qRT-PCR

was performed in a 15 μL reaction, using 2 μL of diluted cDNA and 2x SsoAdvanced

Universal SYBR® Green Supermix. PCR cycling was performed as follows: 3 min at

94°C followed by 40 cycles of 10 s at 94°C and 30 s at 55°C. A melt curve consisting of

rapid heating to 94°C followed by cooling to 60°C was performed at the end. Results

were normalized to TaACTIN (Supplementary Table. 5). Four biological replicates and

four technical replicates were used.

mRNA-seq read processing, quality assessment, and alignment

mRNA-seq data was analyzed using systemPipeR (H Backman and Girke, 2016).

Quality reports of raw reads were generated with the FastQC package

(http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/fastqc/). Adapter sequences were

trimmed using Cutadapt (Martin, 2011). Sequences were aligned to their respective

reference genome using hisat2 (Kim et al., 2015). For wheat, IWGSC v1.1 with the
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OsPSTOL1 K-allele CDS added as a separate chromosome. For publicly available

Oryza RNA-seq data, reads were aligned to the IRGSP-1 rice genome, the OR_W1943

O. rufipogon genome, or the O longistaminata_v1.0 genome. For mapping transcripts to

OsPSTOL1 alleles the full genomic region from 5000 bp upstream to 500 bp

downstream was added as a separate chromosome. Alignments were made to a

genome containing the corresponding OsPSTOL1 allele. For the K-allele, the Kasalath

genome region was used (GenBank AB458444.1), for the J-allele, the sequence of N22

(GenBank SAMN04568482) was used, and for O. rufipogon, the sequence from W0141

was used (Zhao et al., 2018). In O. longistaminata, OlPSTOL1 is present in the

reference genome and annotated as KN540838.1_FG002, on scaffold KN540838.1:

24,114-24,980. Alignments were visualized using the Integrated Genome Viewer (IGV)

browser v2.7 (Narang et al., 2010). See Supplementary Table. 4 for details of publically

available datasets used in this study.

Identification of differentially regulated genes

Differentially regulated gene (DRG) transcripts were identified by use of the limma-voom

package (Law et al., 2014). Raw RNA-seq read counts were normalized with voom using

the quantile method. Genes with less than 5 counts per million in at least three samples

were excluded. The functions lmfit, contrasts.fit, and ebayes were used to calculate

differential gene expression for different contrasts, including Log2 Fold Change (FC)

values and adjusted P values (adj.P.Val). The fdr method was used for controlling the

false discovery rate (FDR). After normalization, count data was used to calculate reads

per kilobase per million reads (RPKM).

Clustering of DRGs was carried out using the Clust package (Abu-Jamous and

Kelly, 2018) using Z-score normalization of Log2FC values. Gene Ontology (GO)
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enrichment was performed with systemPipeR (H Backman and Girke, 2016) using the

wheat GO definitions from BioMart ((Smedley et al., 2009), Ensembl Release 50).

Transcription factors were subsetted using the Plant Transcription Factor Database (Jin

et al., 2017). Wheat gene orthologues of rice genes were found using BioMart.

Statistical analyses and visualization

The stats package that comes with the default installation of R (R Core Team, 2017) was

used for ANOVA, linear modeling, and Chi-square Goodness of fit testing. Graphs were

made using the ggplot2 (Wickham, 2016), ggradar (Bion, 2019), and UpSet packages

(Lex et al., 2014).
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Fig 1. | OsPSTOL1 Haplotype variation and geographic distribution.
a, Phylogenetic tree based on PSTOL1 amino acid sequences within AA genome oryza.
The K-allele group is highlighted magenta, while the J-allele group is highlighted blue.
Scale bar indicates amino acid substitutions per position. Node labels indicate the
percentage of 1000 bootstraps.
b, Predicated protein models of PSTOL1 proteins within oryza. Vertical black lines
indicate a non-synonymous mutation relative to the K-allele of O. sativa (landrace
Kasalath)
c, Genome alignment of the three PSTOL1 haplotypes in O. sativa. Black rectangles
indicate segments of common sequence. Colored rectangles represent coding
sequences. Arrow facing right indicates the start of translation. The sequence from
Kasalath was used for the K-allele, that from N22 for the J-allele and that from
Nipponbare for the A haplotype.
d, Abundance of OsPSTOL1 mRNA in root tips of shallow and deep roots from a
diversity panel of rice varieties (Lou et al., 2017). Different letters indicate significant
differences (ANOVA followed by Tukey’s HSD, P<0.05).
e, Distribution of OsPSTOL1 haplotypes in landraces by subspecies.
f, Geographic distribution of OsPSTOL1 haplotypes in landraces. Pie charts are scaled
to the number of landraces sampled from each country. Color of each region indicates
the proportion of cultivated rice land that is rainfed.
Landraces from Hong Kong were grouped with China. Landraces from North and South
Korea were grouped together. Countries with fewer than 10 landraces were excluded.
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NLS ATP Acceptor Domain Catalytic Domain

Ol      MLLCQRASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSNPKRYTLSEVKRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYKGNLPD
Os_KS2  MLLCQRASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSNPKRYTLSEVKRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYKGSLPD
Os_K    MLLCQRASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSNPKRYTLSEVKRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYKGSLPD
Oglu    MLLCQRASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSNPKRYTLSEVKRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYKGSLPD
Or_K    MLLCQRASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSNPKRYTLSEVKRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYKGSLPD
Os_KS1  MLLCQRASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSNPKRYTLSEVKRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYKGSLPD
Om      MLLCQWASKNAPKIESFLQKQETSHPKRYTFSEVRRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYRGSLPD
Ogla    MLLCQWASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSHPKRYTFSEVRRMTESFAHKLGRGGFGTVYRGSLPN
Ob      MLLCQWASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSHPKRYTFSEVRRMTESFAHKLGRGGFGTVYRGSLPD
Or_J    MLLCQRASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSHPKRYTFSEVRRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYRGSLPD
Os_J    MLLCQWASKNAPRIESFLQKQETSHPKRYTFSEVRRMTKSFAHKLGRGGFGTVYRGSLPD

*****.******.***********:*****:***.***:***************.*.**:

Ol GREIAVKMLKDTKGDGEEFINEVAGISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMPNGSLN
Os_KS2 GREIAVKMLKDTKGDGEKFINEVAGISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMPNGSLD
Os_K GREIAVKMLKDTKGDGEEFINEVAGISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMPNGSLD
Oglu GREIAVKMLKDTKGDGEEFINEVAGISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMPNGSLD
Or_K GREIAVKMLKDTKGDGEEFINEVAGISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMPNGSLD
Os_KS1 GREIAVKMLKDTKGDGEEFINEVAGISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMPNGSLD
Om GREIAVKMLKDSKGDGEEFINEVASISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMSNGSLD
Ogla GREIAVKMLKDSKGDGEEFINEVASISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMSNGSLD
Ob GREIAVKMLKDSKGDGEEFINEVASISKTSHINVVNLLRFSLQGSKRALIYEYMSNGSLD
Or_J GREIAVKMLKDSKGDGEEFINEVASISKTSHINVVNLLGFFLQGSKRALIYEYMSNGSLD
Os_J GREIAVKMLKDSKGDGEEFINEVASISKTSHINVVNLLGFSLQGSKRALIYEYMSNGSLD

***********:*****:******.************* * *************.****:

Ol      RYSFGDSSVQGDNTLSWDRLFNIIVGIARGLEYLHCHCNIRIVHFDIKPQNILLDQDFCP
Os_KS2  RYSFGDSSVQGDNTLS*-------------------------------------------
Os_K    RYSFGDSSVQGDNTLSWDRLFNIIVGIARGLEYLHCHCNIRIVHFDIKPQNILLAQDFCP
Oglu    RYSFGDSSVQGDNTLSWDRLFNIIVGIARGLEYLHCHCNIRIVHFDIKPQNILLDQDFCP
Or_K    RYSFGDSSVQGDNTLSWDRLFNIIVGIARGLEYLHCHCNIRIVHFDIKPQNILLDQDFCP
Os_KS1  RYSFGDSSVQGDNTLS*-------------------------------------------
Om      RYSFGDNCPRR*------------------------------------------------
Ogla    RYSFGDNSVQGDNTLSWDRLFDIIVGIAQGLEYLHSRCNIRIVHFDIKPQNILLDQDFCP
Ob      RYSFGDNSVQGDNTLSWDRLFDIIVGIAQGLEYLHSRCNIRIVHFDIKPQNILLDQDFCP
Or_J    RYSFGDNSVQGDNTLSWDRLFDIIVRIARGLEYLHSRCNIRIVHFDIKPQNILLDQDFCP
Os_J    RYSFGDNSVQGDNTLSWDRLFDIIVGIARGLEYLHSRCNIRIVHFDIKPQNILLDQDFCP

******. **********:*** **.******..***************** *****

Ol      KISDFGLSKLCHLKESRISINGLRGTPGYIAPEVFSRQYGSASSKSDVYSYGMVVLEMAG
Os_KS2  ------------------------------------------------------------
Os_K    KISDFGLSKLCHLKESRISINGLRGTPGYIAPEVFSRQYGSASSKSDVYSYGMVVLEMAG
Oglu    KISDFGLSKLCHLKESRISINGLRGTPGYIAPEVFSRQYGSASSKSDVYSYGMVVLEMAG
Or_K    KISDFGLSKLCHLKESRISINALRGTPGYIAPEVFSRQYGSASSKSDVYSYGMVVLEMAG
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Os_KS1  ------------------------------------------------------------
Om      ------------------------------------------------------------
Ogla    KISDFGLSKLCHLKESRISINGLRGTPGYIAPEVFSRQYGSASSKSDVYSYGMVVLEMAG
Ob      KISDFGLSKLCHLKESRISINGLRGTPGYIAPEVFSRQYGSASSKSDVYSYGMVVLEMAG
Or_J    KISDFGLSKLCHLKESRISINGLRGTPGYIAPEVFSRQYGSASSKSDVYSYGMVVLEMAG
Os_J    KISDFGLSKLCHLKESRISINGLRGTPGYIAPEVFSRQYGSASSKSDVYSYGMVVLEMAG

*********************.**************************************

Ol      AKKNINVSTGSSSKYFPQWLYDNLDQFCCPTGEISSQTTDLVRKMVVVGLWCIQLVPTDR
Os_KS2  ------------------------------------------------------------
Os_K    AKKNINVSTGSSSKYFPQWLYDNLDQFCCPTGEISSQTTDLVRKMVVVGLWCIQLVPTDR
Oglu    AKKNINVSTGSSSKYFPQWLYDNLDQFCCPTGEISSQTTALVRKMVVVGLWCIQLVPTDR
Or_K    AKKNINVSTGSSSKYFPQWLYDNLDQFCCPTGEISSQTTDLVRKMVVVGLWCIQLVPTDR
Os_KS1  ------------------------------------------------------------
Om      ------------------------------------------------------------
Ogla    AKKNINVSTGSSTKYFPQWLYDNLDQFCCPTGDISSQTTDLVKKMVVVGLWCIQLVPTDR
Ob      AKKNINVSTGSSTKYFPQWLYDNLDQFCCPTGDISSQTTDLVKKMVVVGLWCIQLVPTDR
Or_J    AKKNINVSTGSSTKYFPQWLYDNLDQFCCPTGDISSQTTDLVKKMVVVGLWCIQLVPTDR
Os_J    AKKNINVSTGSSTKYFPQWLYDNLDQFCCPTGDISSQTTDLVKKMVVVGLWCIQLVPTDR

************:*******************:****** **.*****************

Ol      PSMREVLEMLESNGRDLPLPPKGL
Os_KS2  ------------------------
Os_K    PSMREVLEMLESNGRDLPLPPKGL
Oglu    PSMREVLEMLESNGRDLPLPPKGL
Or_K    PSMREVLEMLESNGRDLPLPPKGL
Os_KS1  ------------------------
Om      ------------------------
Ogla    PSMREVLEMLESNGRDLPLPPKGL
Ob      PSMREVLEMLESNGRDLPLPPKGL
Or_J    PSMREVLEMLESNGRDLPLPPKGL
Os_J    PSMREVLEMLESNGRDLPLPPKGL

************************
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Supplementary Fig. 1 | Amino acid sequence alignment of OsPSTOL1 with the
orthologous gene of AA genome Oryza.

Highlighted in yellow is the putative nuclear localization signal, highlighted in blue is the
ATP acceptor domain, and highlighted in orange is the catalytic domain. Oglu, O.
glumaepatula; Os_K, O. sativa K-allele; Os_KS2, O. sativa KStop2 allele; Or_K, O.
rufipogon K-allele; Ol, O. Longistaminata; Om, O. meridionalis; Ogla, O. glaberrima; Ob,
O. barthii; Or_J, O. rufipogon J-allele; Os_J, O. sativa J-Allele; Os_KS1, O. sativa
KStop1 Allele. KStop1 and KStop2 result from single nucleotide mutations at 410 and
411 of the coding sequence, respectively, that result in an in-frame stop codon shown as
an asterisk in the protein sequence.
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Source of PSTOL1 amino acid sequences used in the phylogeny presented in Figure 1a

Protein Source

Oryza glumaepatula PRJNA48429

Oryza sativa K-Allele BAK26566.1

Oryza sativa KStop1 Allele SAMEA2569926

Oryza sativa KStop2 Allele SAMEA2568426

Oryza sativa J-Allele PRJNA315689

Oryza rufipogon K-Allele A0A6G8MNV2

Oryza rufipogon J-Allele A0A6G8MNS8

Oryza longistaminata PRJNA169314

Oryza meridionalis PRJNA48433

Oryza barthii PRJNA30379

Oryza glaberrima PRJNA13765

Supplementary Table. 1 | Source of amino acid sequences used in Figure 1.

Some amino acid sequences were inferred from genome sequences after alignment to
OsPSTOL1 from kasalath (BAK26566.1), assuming a conserved start codon.
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OsPSTOL1 alleles identified in AA Oryza species

Species K-Allele J-Allele Nonsense
Mutation

Absent

O. sativa X X X X

O. rufipogon X X X X

O. nivara X X X

O. glaberrima X X

O. barthii X X

O. glumaepatula X X X

O. longistaminata X

O. meridionalis X X

Supplementary Table. 2 | OsPSTOL1 Alleles identified in AA oryza species.
An X indicates that that allele or haplotype has been identified in at least one accession
of that species. Data summarized from (Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2014; Vigueira et al.,
2016).
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Fig. 2 | Distribution of OsPSTOL1 in discrete geographic subpopulations of rice
landraces.
a,b, All japonica (a) and indica (b) landraces projected onto the first two dimensions after
multidimensional scaling of genomic distances. Color indicates OsPSTOL1 allele.
KStop1- and KStop2-alleles are indicated as stars, whereas other alleles as circles. a,
The japonica genotypes were clustered using k-medoids (k= 9 subpopulations) and
filtered using silhouette parameters, which resulted in kd= 8 discrete subpopulations,
contained within grey circles. Taiwan/Japan accessions are cultivated under irrigated
lowland conditions. b, The indica genotypes were clustered using k-medoids (k= 7
subpopulations) and filtered resulting in kd= 6 discrete subpopulations contained within
grey circles. .
c,e, Pie charts representing the allelic composition of each discrete subpopulation of
japonica (c) and indica (e) subgroups. Percentages indicate the frequency of full J- and
-K alleles within each population. An asterisk indicates the frequency of OsPSTOL1
presence alleles is significantly different than expected by Chi-square test (P<0.05)
d Admixture graph for the k= 9, kd= 8 japonica subpopulations, rooted with Oryza barthii
as an outgroup. PSTOL1 has been found in all O. barthii varieties surveyed
(Pariasca-Tanaka et al., 2014). Graph represents topology that is consistent between
models for all lower values of k. Two red slashes indicate the predicted loss of
OsPSTOL1 in the temperate lineage. Blue arrows indicate predicted routes of dispersal
of the J-allele, while grey arrows represent predicted routes of dispersal of the Absent
haplotype. f, Best admixture graph for k= 7, kd= 6 indica subpopulations of c, rooted with
O. barthii as an outgroup. Although this represents the best model, it is not consistent
with other topologies at lower values of k, probably because of the complex history of
indica. d,f, Solid lines with arrowheads represent uniform ancestries (attached numbers
show scaled drift parameter f2) and dashed lines represent mixed ancestries (percentage
values indicate estimated proportion of ancestry).
Panels a-f and legend adapted from figure 2 of Gutaker et al. (2020)(Gutaker et al.,
2020)2020 with OsPSTOL1 data.
g, Haplotypes of select japonica subpopulations for the OsPupk20-2 and OsPSTOL1 loci
on chromosome 12. The distance between OsPupk20-2 and OsPSTOL1 is predicted
from the Kasalath Pup1 locus sequence. Genes are not drawn to scale.
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Supplementary Fig. 2 | Allelic variation at the OsPupK20-2 locus is linked to allelic
variation at the OsPSTOL1 locus.
a, Diagram of the haplotype block encompassing OsPupK20-2 (LOC_Os12g26380) and
OsPSTOL1. PupK20-2 is upstream of the deletion that encompasses OsPSTOL1 in
Nipponbare (Absent haplotype)  and is present in all surveyed varieties. Distances are
based on the sequence deduced for Kasalath (Heuer et al., 2009).
b, Phylogenetic tree of OsPupK20-2 alleles based on SNPs in the coding region. Only
alleles present in at least ten varieties are shown. Node labels indicate the percentage of
1000 bootstraps.
c, Distribution of OsPupK20-2 alleles across subpopulations of rice landraces. A, Absent
haplotype; J, J-Aalele; K, K-allele; S, KStop2.
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Fig. 3 | Geographic distribution of OsPSTOL1 in the 3000 Rice Genomes dataset.
a,b Distribution of OsPSTOL1 haplotypes based on the country where the variety was
sampled. Size of pie charts is proportional to the number of varieties sampled. Color of
regions indicates the proportion of cultivated rice land that is irrigated relative to rainfed
(lowland or upland). South Korea and North Korea were combined. Hong Kong was
combined with China.
c-e, Correlation between the frequency of the K-allele (c), J-allele (d), and absent
haplotype (e), and the proportion of irrigated rice in a country. R2 , P-value, and best fit
line calculated using linear regression.
f, Distribution of OsPSTOL1 haplotypes based on the SNP groups identified in the 3000
Rice Genome dataset.
g, Distribution of OsPSTOL1 haplotypes based on geographic region defined by
FAOSTAT.
Countries with fewer than 10 varieties sampled were excluded. Varieties with an
ambiguous haplotype or multiple haplotypes were excluded.
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Supplementary Fig. 3 | Absence of OsPSTOL1 is more common in indica and
japonica landraces grown in irrigated lowlands.
Distribution of OsPSTOL1 alleles in landraces by subspecies and rice growing
ecosystems.  Asterisk indicates functional OsPSTOL1 (J- and K-allele) or
loss-of-function of OsPSTOL1 (KStop1, Kstop2, and Absent Haplotype) are statistically
different than expected by Chi-square test (P<0.05). IR, irrigated lowland; RL, rainfed
lowland; UP, rainfed upland. Too few deepwater, swamp water and tidal water landraces
were surveyed to make definitive conclusions.
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Supplementary Fig. 4 | Loss of OsPSTOL1 weakly correlates with cropland
phosphate fertilizer application rate
a-c, Correlation of the frequency of K-allele (a), J-allele (b), and three loss of function
alleles (c) with the cropland phosphate fertilizer application rate in each country (Roser
and Ritchie, 2013). R2 and best fit line calculated using linear regression.
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Fig. 4 | OsPSTOL1 has an untranslated transmembrane domain that is within the
translated in most OsPSTOL1-like genes of Gramineae crops and Arabidopsis.
a, Phylogenetic tree of OsPSTOL1-like protein in sorghum (Sorghum bicolor, SORBI),
maize (Zea mays, Zm), rice (Oryza sativa, Os), bread wheat (Triticum aestivum, Traes),
and Arabidopsis thaliana (At). Alignment was based on the amino acid sequence of the
kinase domain. For genes with multiple transcript isoforms, the longest deduced protein
model was used. Node labels indicate the percentage of 1000 bootstraps.
TraesCS5A02G067800LC was formerly annotated as Traes_5AS_AA3DC6A5F. Scale
bar indicates amino acid substitutions per position. Tree was constructed using the
maximum likelihood method using the RAxML package.
b, Protein models of OsPSTOL1-like proteins. Two diagonal lines between two separate
segments indicate the aligned kinase domain was downstream of an annotated gene
that has high sequence identity to genes near it on the phylogenetic tree. WAK,
wall-associated  receptor kinase; GUB WAK, wall associated receptor kinase
galacturonan-binding; GDPD, glycerolphosphodiesterase.
c, Alignment of RNA-seq reads from publicly available datasets to the PSTOL1 locus in
O. rufipogon, O. longistaminata, and the J- and K-alleles of O. sativa. mRNA-seq derived
from root tissue was used for O. rufipogon, O. longistaminata, and the K-allele of O.
sativa. RNA-seq derived from the crown was used for the J-allele of O. sativa. Gene
structure illustrated as a magenta box for the predicted coding sequence, gray boxe
indicate the predicted 5’ untranslated region (UTR), and a black horizontal line for an
intron deduced from RNA-sequencing reads are supported by canonical intron splice
donor and acceptor sites. RNA sequence reads were visualized with a genome browser
and reads mapped in grey within a black horizontal box, placed above the gene structure
diagram.
d,e, Nucleotide sequence alignment of exon 1 and the 5’ end of the intron positioned
within the 5’ UTR (b) and the 3’ end of the intron and 5’ end of exon 2 that precedes the
start codon (c) of OsPSTOL1. Translation of the three reading frames for O. sativa-K
(kasalath) are shown. * indicates a stop codon. Blue highlighted region indicates the
putative transmembrane domain sequence now within the 5’ UTR of the gene. Magenta
highlighted region indicates the translated region.
f, Transmembrane domain prediction calculated using Phobius for the amino acid
sequence in the third frame of (e). OsPSTOL1 mRNA translation is predicted to initiate
downstream of this domain.
See Supplementary Table. 4 for details of the datasets and accessions surveyed.
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Supplementary Fig. 5 | The O. sativa J-allele and the similar O. barthii and O.
glaberrima haplotypes also possess the transmembrane domain sequence within
their predicted 5’ untranslated region.
a, Alignment of RNA-seq reads from publicly available datasets to the PSTOL1 locus in
the J-allele of O. sativa. mRNA-seq derived from the crown was used for alignment.
Gene structure illustrated as a magenta box for the predicted coding sequence, gray
boxe indicate the predicted 5’ untranslated region (UTR), and a black horizontal line for
an intron deduced from RNA-sequencing reads are supported by canonical intron splice
donor and acceptor sites. RNA sequence reads were visualized with a genome browser
and reads mapped in grey within a black horizontal box, placed above the gene structure
diagram.
b,c, Nucleotide sequence alignment of exon 1 and the 5’ end of the intron positioned
within the 5’ UTR (b) and the 3’ end of the intron and 5’ end of exon 2 that precedes the
start codon (c) of OsPSTOL1. Translations of the three reading frames for O. sativa-J
are shown. Asterisk indicates a stop codon. Blue highlighted region indicates the
putative transmembrane domain that resides within the 5’ UTR of the gene. Magenta
highlighted region indicates the translated region.
d, Transmembrane domain prediction calculated using Phobius for the amino acid
sequence in the third frame of (e). OsPSTOL1 mRNA translation is predicted to initiate
downstream of this domain.
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Supplementary Fig. 6 | OsPSTOL1 is broadly expressed in the roots, shoots, and
panicles but shows less conditional regulation that related genes.
OsPSTOL1 transcript abundance of under various stresses in various organs in rice.
Asterisk indicates statistically different than the control condition on the far left of each
box (|log2FC| > 1, P<0.05). P, phosphate; Al, aluminum; Zn, Zinc.
See  Supplementary Table. 4 for information on the datasets used.
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Supplementary Fig. 7 | Expression of wheat, maize, and sorghum OsPSTOL1-like
genes across multiple organs and developmental stages.
a-c Transcript abundance of OsPSTOL1-like genes across various organs and
developmental times in maize (a), wheat (b), and sorghum (c). See Supplementary
Table. 4 for information on the datasets used.
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Supplementary Fig. 8 | OsPSTOL1-like genes are generally induced by pathogens,
but not changes in P status.
a-d, Transcript abundance of OsPSTOL1-like genes in maize (a), wheat (b), rice (c), and
sorghum (d) under various biotic stresses and low phosphate stress taken from various
publicly available datasets. HAI, hours after inoculation; HP, high phosphate.; LP, low
phosphate; AMF, arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi.
Control condition on the far left of each box. Asterisks indicate significantly different from
the control condition (P<0.05, |log2FC| ≥ 1). See Supplementary Table. 4 for details of
the datasets used.
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Supplementary Fig. 9 | The OsPSTOL1-like gene TaPSTOL1 has no detectable
transcript across tissues or conditions surveyed to date.
a, Transcript abundance of TaPSTOL1
(TraesCS5A02G067800LC/Traes_5AS_AA3DC6A5F) and TraesCS5A02G045899
across all samples in the wheat transcriptome atlas (Ramírez-González et al., 2018).
b, Nucleotide sequence alignment of the genomic region of the wheat gene TaPSTOL1
and its upstream gene TraesCS5A02G045899 to the genomic region of the Triticum
urartu TRIUR3_01194. Black rectangles connected between the two loci indicate
segments of common sequence. GH18, glycoside hydrolase 18 domain.
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Fig. 5 | Wheat pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines have increased shoot and root growth in
greenhouse and field conditions.
a, Representative images of three independent pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines and a
null segregant at Zadoks stage 65.
b,c, Yield traits of pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines and their null segregants in a
greenhouse (b) and a field (c) under nutrient replete conditions. For the field, plants were
divided into two groups and the average biomass of each group was recorded. The
biomass reported is the average of the two plots. Greenhouse: Null, n = 10; PSTOL1.1,
n = 7; PSTOL1.2, n = 8; PSTOL1.4, n = 14. Field: Null, n = 24; PSTOL1.1, n = 22;
PSTOL1.2, n = 21; PSTOL1.4, n = 21.  Data for panels a-c collected by the group of
Stuart Roy at the University of Adelaide, Australia.
d, Crown root number and e, root biomass of two independent pUbi::OsPSTOL1
transgenic lines and their null segregant at 28 DAS cultivated under high and low [Pi]
conditions in 40 cm tall pots (n = 5).
f,g Representative images of the roots of two independent pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic
lines and their null segregant at 28 DAS grown in high (f) and low (g) [Pi] conditions in
40 cm tall pots. Color has been inverted for visualization. Scale bar, 10 cm.
Means significantly different between genotypes are indicated by different letters
(P< 0.05, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD)
test).
Data in panels a-c were collected by the group of Stuart Roy, at the University of
Adelaide, Australia. Data were analyzed and plotted by Alek Kettenburg.
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Supplementary Fig. 10 | Biomass and yield trait phenotyping of pUbi::OsPSTOL1
transgenics and their null segregants under P replete greenhouse conditions.
a-k, Shoot biomass (a), grain yield per plant (b), 1000 grain weight (c), days to flowering
(d),  heads per plant at maturity (e), leaves per plant (f), seeds per plant (g), height at
maturity (h), tillers per plant at maturity (i), grain protein content (j), and grain nitrogen
content (k) of pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines and their null segregants grown in a
greenhouse in south Australia under nutrient replete conditions.
l,m, SPAD meter readings of chlorophyll of  mature leaves (l) and canopy temperature
(m) at booting and flowering stage.
Means significantly different between genotypes are indicated by different letters
(P< 0.05, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD)
test).
Data for panels a to m were collected by the group of Stuart Roy at the University of
Adelaide, Australia. Data was analyzed and plotted by Alek Kettenburg.
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Supplementary Fig. 11 | Yield Traits of pUbi::OsPSTOL1 trangenics and their null
segregants grown in the field.
a-f, Total seeds per plant (a), grain yield per plants (b), 1000 grain weight (c), tillers per
plant at maturity (d),  number of heads at maturity (e), and shoot biomass (f) of
pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines and their null segregants grown in a field in South
Australia under nutrient replete conditions. For shoot biomass, plants were divided into
two groups and the average biomass of each group was recorded. The biomasses
reported are the averages of the two plots. Null, n = 24; PSTOL1.1, n = 22; PSTOL1.2, n
= 21; PSTOL1.4, n = 21. Means significantly different between genotypes are indicated
by different letters (P< 0.05, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s honest
significant difference (HSD) test).
Data for panels a to f were collected by the group of Stuart Roy at the University of
Adelaide, Australia. Data was analyzed and plotted by Alek Kettenburg.
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Supplementary Fig. 12 | Weather conditions during the 2018 field trials.
a-c, Maximum daily temperature (a), minimum daily temperature (b), and rainfall (c) at
Glenthorne farm, Australia (-35.056923 S 138.556224 E) where field trials were
conducted. The dashed vertical line indicates the point where the first plants began
heading. In 2018 rainfall data was collected directly at Glenthorne farm. All other data
was retrieved from the weather station at Adelaide Airport, South Australia, Australia.
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Supplementary Fig. 13 | Grain nutrient content of pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenics
and their null segregants grown in the field.
a-i, Grain iron (a), copper (b), manganese (c), zinc (d), sulfur (e), phosphorus (f),
potassium (g), magnesium (h), and calcium (i) content of pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic
lines and their null segregants grown in a field in South Australia under nutrient replete
conditions (n = 4). Grain from several plants from each genotype was pooled into four
groups for nutrient determination. Means significantly different between genotypes are
indicated by different letters (P< 0.05, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s honest
significant difference (HSD) test).
Data for panels a to i were collected by the Stuart Roy group at the University of
Adelaide, Australia. Data was analyzed and plotted by Alek Kettenburg.
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Supplementary Fig. 14 | Details of pipe growth system used to assess root
morphology
Fill line marks the height of media was filled to. The 40 cm pipe was placed in the pot for
stability purposes. The edges of the pot are filled with the same media to keep the pipe
perpendicular. The pipe is watered from the top. The base of the pot has drainage holes
covered by weed control fabric (LandmasterTM), that allows drainage of water but not
media.
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Fig. 6 | Ectopic overexpression of OsPSTOL1 has developmental- and phosphate
status-dependent effects on the crown and root transcriptome.
a, Schematic of the mRNA-seq experiment performed. Three day-old seedlings
germinated on plates were transferred to sand culture with 25 μM buffered Pi. Fourteen
days after sowing (DAS) high phosphate (HP) pots were watered every two days with
fertilizer containing 424 μM Pi, whereas LP pots were watered with fertilizer containing 0
μM Pi. Root systems and crown regions were harvested at 36 and 50 DAS for
mRNA-seq.
b,c, Shoot fresh mass (c) and total shoot P content (d) from the mRNA-seq experiment.
n = 20 Means significantly different between genotypes are indicated by different letters
(P< 0.05, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD)
test)
d, Upset plot of differentially regulated genes (DRGs,P<0.05, |log2FC| ≥ 1) between at
least one pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic line and the null segregants under different Pi
conditions and tissue. Vertical bars indicate the number of DRGs common to the
conditions, indicated by filled circles connected by lines. A total of 10233 DRGs were
evaluated, with 71% of the DRGs only in one of the 8 conditions
e,f, Heatmaps showing DRGs of at least one condition, DAS, tissue or genotype
between pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic line and the null segregants in crowns (e) and
roots (f). Clusters were generated with the Clust package. Selected transcription factors
are shown on the right. Names and annotations are from the rice orthologues.
g, Meta-analysis of wheat orthologues of rice genes identified to be constitutively
differentially regulated independent of growth condition in roots of heading stage and
mid-tillering stage 35S::OsPSTOL1 transgenics (cultivar IR64) relative to non-transgenic
nulls (Gamuyao et al., 2012). The direction of regulation of each gene by OsPSTOL1 in
the 35S::OsPSTOL1 transgenic rice lines is indicated in the heatmap on the right. Only
wheat homologues of the rice orthologues that were differentially regulated in at least
one condition are shown (P<0.05) in the heatmap on the left.  Significant differential
regulation of  wheat genes is indicated with an *. Rice genes had similar regulation
regardless of Pi condition or growth stage tested (Gamuyao et al., 2012).
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Supplementary Fig. 15 | Radial section of wheat shoot base showing the portion
dissected for mRNA-seq.
Representative shoot base region of a wheat plant at 36 DAS. Dashed box indicates the
section dissected for crown samples. Whole root systems were used for root samples.
Scale bar, 1 cm.
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Supplementary Fig. 16 | Phenotyping of pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines and their null
segregants under high and low [Pi] conditions.

a-d, Total P (a,c) and Pi (b,d) concentration of shoots (a,b) and roots (c,d) at 36 and 50
DAS under High and Low [Pi] conditions. n = 4.
e, Number of tillers per plant at 36 and 50 DAS under High and Low [Pi] conditions. 36
DAS, n = 60. 50 DAS, n = 20.
Means significantly different between genotypes are indicated by different letters
(P< 0.05, analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD)
test)
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Supplementary Fig. 17 | pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines show increased root and shoot
growth under low phosphate conditions.
a-d, Representative photos of shoots (a,c) and root systems (b,d) of pUbi::OsPSTOL1
transgenic plants and their null segregants at 36 (a,b) and 50 (c,d) DAS under high and
low phosphate conditions. Scale bar, 10 cm.
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Supplementary Fig. 18 | Transcript abundance of OsPSTOL1 transgene in wheat
pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines.
Transcript abundance of OsPSTOL1 transgene determined by mRNA-seq. Bars indicate
standard error. n = 3. Asterisk indicates significantly different at P < 0.05. As would be
expected, Null samples that lack the OsPSTOL1 had < 0.25 RPKM mapping to the
OsPSTOL1 transgene sequence added to the wheat genome for read mapping. RPKM
values were normalized across the transcriptome.
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Supplementary Fig. 19 | There are more DRGs between the pUbi::OsPSTOL1
transgenic lines and the null segregants than there are between the two
transgenic lines.
a, Pearson correlation coefficient between each transcriptome in the indicated
phosphate status, organ, and time point. Correlation determined using the average
RPKM over each gene with at least 5 CPM in 3 samples.
b, Number of genes differentially regulated in both transgenic lines compared to the null
segregants (P<0.05, |log2FC| ≥ 1).
c, Number of DRGs in each comparison in the indicated phosphate status, organ, and
time point (P<0.05, |log2FC| ≥ 1).
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Supplementary Table. 3 | Wheat orthologues of putative downstream genes of
OsPSTOL1 in rice.
Putative downstream targets of OsPSTOL1 in transgenic 35S::OsPSTOL1 rice lines
identified from reanalysis of published data (Gamuyao et al., 2012). Genes were
selected if they were similarly differentially regulated between transgenic and wild type
plants under both high and low [Pi] conditions and in both vegetative and reproductive
stages. Wheat homologues differentially regulated in at least one Ubi::OsPSTOL1
transgenic line in at least condition (P<0.05) are indicated. NA, no wheat orthologues
were identified.
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Supplementary Fig. 20 | Transcript abundance of OsPSTOL1-like genes in wheat
identifies limited evidence for P regulation
Transcript abundance from mRNA-seq experiment of the OsPSTOL1-like genes in wheat
identified by phylogenetic analysis (Figure 4). An asterisk  indicates significantly different
the high [Pi] control of the same genotype, organ, and developmental stage (P < 0.05,
|log2FC| ≥ 1),
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Supplementary Fig. 21 | Heatmaps of notable transcription factors differentially
regulated in roots and crowns of pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines
a,b Select transcription factors in crowns (a) and roots (b) from the clustering analysis in
Figure 6e,f. Names and annotations are for the rice orthologue. Wheat orthologues
differentially regulated in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines compared to null segregants
(P<0.05) are indicated with an asterisk.
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Supplementary Fig. 22 | Genes related to carbohydrate allocation are differentially
regulated in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines.
Heatmap of Z-scores of TPPs, TPS, and SWEET transporters that are involved in
allocation and movement of carbohydrates. Genes shown are differentially regulated in
at least one transgenic line in at least one condition. Wheat orthologues differentially
regulated in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines compared to null segregants (P<0.05) are
indicated with an asterisk.
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Supplementary Fig. 23 | Comparison of transcript abundance of P-responsive
marker genes in OsPSTOL1 transgenic and null lines exposes enhanced
P-response after prolonged deficiency that is generally similar across genotypes.
a,b Z-score of the transcript abundance of known P-response makers genes in crowns
(a) and roots (b) of pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines and their null segregants.
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Supplementary Fig. 24 | Low P-response marker genes are differentially expressed
in the pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines relative to the Null in crowns and roots.
a,b Cluster analysis of low P marker genes at 36 and 50 DAS under high and low [Pi] in
the crowns (a) and roots (b).
c,d Boxplots of the Z-scores of genes within each cluster.
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Fig. 7 | The core low P response pathway is more rapidly induced in
pUbi::OsPSTOL1 transgenic lines.
Z-score normalized transcript abundance of the core low P response pathway and
downstream genes at 36 DAS in roots and crowns in pUBI::OsPSTOL1 transgenics and
their null segregants. An asterisk indicates significantly different than the null segregant
at the same phosphate status and organ (P<0.05). miR399 transcript was measured with
qRT-PCR. n = 4. Means significantly different between genotypes and treatments within
roots or crowns are indicated by different letters (P< 0.05, analysis of variance (ANOVA)
with Tukey’s honest significant difference (HSD) test).
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Supplementary Fig. 25 | Phosphate transporters do not have higher transcript
abundance in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines under low P stress.
Transcript abundance of known phosphate transporters in pUbi::OsPSTOL1 lines and
their null segregants. * indicates significantly different than the Null segregant at the
same time,tissue, and phosphate status (|log2FC| ≥ 1, P<0.05).
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Publicly Available mRNA-seq Datasets Used in This Study

Figure Species/Variety Source Citation

Figure 1d O. sativa - root tips PRJNA306542 (Lou et al., 2017)

Figure 4c O. rufipogon - roots
O. longistaminata
O. sativa - J - Kinandang patong
O. sativa - K - kasalath

PRJNA543028
SRX268830
SRX2069857
DRA000685

(Wairich et al., 2019)

(Nanda et al., 2017)
(Oono et al., 2013a)

Supplementary
Figure 5

O. sativa - J SRX2069857 (Nanda et al., 2017)

Supplementary
Figure 6

Kasalath - Panicle/leaves
Kasalath - leaves - M. oryza
Nipponbare, kasalath, IAC25, and
Vary lava - shoots and roots
Azucena and Azucena NIL
Zhenxian232
Kinandang patong

DRA000968, DRA001099
GSE83219
DRA000685

GSE89494
PRJNA306542
SRX2069857

(Sakai et al., 2014)
(Huang et al., 2017b)
(Oono et al., 2013a)

(Arbelaez et al., 2017)
(Lou et al., 2017)
(Nanda et al., 2017)

Supplementary
Figure 7a

Z. mays Genevestigator (Hruz et al.,
2008)

(Stelpflug et al., 2016)

Supplementary
Figure 7b

T. aestivum Genevestigator (Hruz et al.,
2008)

(Ramírez-González et
al., 2018)

Supplementary
Figure 7c

S. bicolor Genevestigator (Hruz et al.,
2008)

(Cooper et al., 2019;
Varoquaux et al.,
2019)

Supplementary
Figure 8a

Z. mays - C. graminicola
- R. maidis
- Low phosphate

Genevestigator (Hruz et al.,
2008)

ERP011838
(Bui et al., 2018)
(González-Muñoz et
al., 2015)

Supplementary
Figure 8b

T. aestivum - F. graminearum
- Z. tritici
- PAMP
- Low Phosphate

Genevestigator (Hruz et al.,
2008)

(Schweiger et al.,
2016)
(Haueisen et al.,
2019)
PRJEB23056
(Oono et al., 2013b)

Supplementary
Figure 8c

O. sativa - R. solani
- B. glumae
- X. oryza
- Low Phosphate

Genevestigator (Hruz et al.,
2008)

(Zhang et al., 2017)
(Magbanua et al.,
2014)
(Wilkins et al., 2015)
(Secco et al., 2013)

Supplementary
Figure 8d

S. bicolor - X. vasicola
- PAMP
- AMF

GSE142035
GSE151860
Genevestigator (Hruz et al.,
2008)

(Wang et al., 2021)

(Calabrese et al.,
2019)

Supplementary
Figure 9a

T. aestivum Wheat Expression Browser (Ramírez-González et
al., 2018)
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https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/vQYZ
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/OAUz
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/FODs
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/FODs
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/vQYZ
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/vQYZ
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/BiSi
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/BiSi
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/lmdZ
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https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/Crkt
https://paperpile.com/c/ghWPiM/Crkt
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Supplementary Table. 4 | Publicly available mRNA-seq datasets used in this study.
An accession code is in place of a citation if no associated publication was available.
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Primers used in this study
Gene name GenBank ID Primer sequences (5’-3’)
OsPSTOL1-FP BAK26566.1 GCATACAACTCGTACCTACAGA
OsPSTOL1-RP CGGCGGCTATACAACATTATTAC
TaGAPDH-FP EU022331 TTCAACATCATTCCAAGCAGCA
TaGAPDH-RP CGTAACCCAAAATGCCCTTG
OsPSTOL1-CDS-FP BAK26566.1 ATGCTGCTCTGTCAAAGGGC
OsPSTOL1-CDS-RP TCAAAGCCCTTTTGGTGGCAA
TaACTIN-FP AB181991.1 ACCTTCAGTTGCCCAGCAAT
TaACTIN-RP CAGAGTCGAGCACAATACCAGTTG
TamiR399-FP MI0006176

(miRBase)
GGAGGCATGCATGTACTGATG

TamiR399-RP GGCAATTCTCCTTTGGCACG

Supplementary Table. 5 | Primer sequences used in this study.
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Fertilizer Components

Component Formula 1x (g) 100x (g) Conc.
Of 1x
µM

Common
Solution

Ammonium Nitrate NH4NO3 0.182 18.2 2273.78

Ammonium
(Hepta)Molybdate

(NH4)Mo7O24 •
4H2O

0.00009 0.009 0.07

Potassium Nitrate KNO3 0.2065 20.65 2042.47

Boric Acid H3BO3 0.00071 0.071 11.48

Copper Sulfate CuSO4 • 5H2O 0.000495 0.0495 1.98

Iron EDTA C10H12FeN2NaO8 0.0033 0.33 9.04

Manganese (II)
Sulfate Monohydrate

MnSO4 • 7H2O 0.00077 0.077 3.12

Zinc Sulfate ZnSO4 7H2O 0.001 0.1 3.48

+P Potassium Phosphate KH2PO4 0.0594 5.94 436.48

-P1 (0 µM Pi) Potassium Chloride KCl 0.03 3.25 436.48

-P2 (5 µM Pi) Potassium Chloride KCl 0.03 3.25 436.48

Potassium Phosphate KH2PO4 0.00081 0.081 5

Common Solution, +P, and -P1/-P2 are made separately as 100x solutions and then diluted and
combined to 1x when watering.
-P1 was used for mRNA-seq experiment, while -P2 was used for root morphology experiment.

Supplementary Table. 6 | Fertilizer components for low P studies.
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